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FOREWORD 

The Water Resources Research Center of the University of Minnesota was estoblished for 
the purposes of encouraging, supporting and coordinating research and education in al I 
aspects of water resources. Among the more urgent water resources problems requi ri ng 
additional research are those dealing with water quality, including the problem of 
nutrient pollution in Minnesota's numerous lakes and streams. In view of the great 
public concern and the urgent need for information on this topic, this Bulletin is being 
published by the Water Resources Research Center as a public service. It is thus being 
made available to a wide variety of people concerned with the research, technical, 
educational and operational aspects of water resources. 

This bulletin contains the papers presented at the "Save the Lakes" Symposium at Detroit 
Lakes on August 18-19, 1969. The conference was sponsored by the Pelican River 
Watershed District, the Cormorant Lakes Watershed District, the Minnesota Water 
Resources Board, the city of Detroit Lakes and the Agricultural Extension Service, 
University of Minnesota. 

The purpose of the symposium was to bring together persons who are interested in pre
serving and improving the lakes in Minnesota for an intensive two days of education 
and idea exchange. 

The program focused on loke pollution and eutrophication: what it is, what causes it, 
the technology needed and available to control it, and the type of community action 
that can and must be taken to achieve effective control and to improve our lakes. 

The following persons served as the Program Planning Committee for the Symposium: 

Richard Canning, Member, Minnesota Water Resources Board 
laVern A. Freeh, Assistant Director, Agricultural Extension Service, and Head, 

Office of Special Programs, University of Minnesoto 
O. Ray Hansen, President, Cormorant Lakes Watershed District 

Lyndon Higdem, Councilman, City of Detroit Lakes 

Tom Keenan, Advisory Committee, Pelican River Watershed District 

Ernest A. Nelson, Becker County Agricultural Agent 

Clarence Nelson, Member, Pelican River Watershed District 

Tom Rogstad, President, Pelican River Watershed District; Chairman Planning 


Committee 
Douglas Swenson, Treasurer, Cormorant Lakes Watershed District 
Erling M. Weiberg, Administrative Secretary, Minnesota Water Resources Board 
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INTRODUCTION 

JOHN J. WAELTI 
Assistant Professor 

Department of 
Agricultural Economics 
University of Minnesota 

Issues of general controversy become prominent Or fade into obscurity depending on the 
immediate urgency with which they are viewed by the public. Concern is frequently 
expressed today over the meager influence that an individual citizen seems to have over 
events that determine his well-being. Rapidly increasing population, technological 
advances that outpace the capacity of individuals and institutions to adjust, and the 
complex nature of today's problems with the magnitude of effort they demand, a" 
combine to give the individual a feeling of incffectiveness- a feelina that he is not a 
part of the decision-making process. 

A specific issue over which individual citizens frequently feel they have no control is 
the apparent deterioration in the quality of our environment. Of particular concern to 
citizens of Minnesota is the preservation of our lakes, not only for our own use and 
enjoyment, but as an obligation and a responsibility to generations yet unborn. 

An all-encompassing task such as preserving environmental quality requires public action. 
Because this task is too big to be performed by individuals alone, governmental agencies 
are established and charged with specific functions contributing to this objective. 

In keeping with the fundamental premise that the role of government is to serve the needs 
of people, public agencies must be aware of and responsive to the needs of people. This 
implies, however, that individual citizens must become informed, and express their goals 
and needs so that meaningful, constructive interaction can occur between citizens and 
government. The solution of difficult problems cannot be accomplished by citizens or 
government alo"e. It must be a cooperative effort. 

A prime example of citizen initiative is that taken by residents of Becker County, 
Minnesota, to form the Pelican River and the Cormorant Lake Watershed Districts in an 
attempt to solve water quality problems in that area. Among the educational activities 
of the Districts was the sponsoring of a "Save the Lakes Symposium" in August, 1969, 
the occasion at which the papers in this publication were presented. 

The purpose of this publication is to make available to the public facts pertaining to 
lake pollution and to help put into perspective the cooperative role of citizens and 
government in preserving Minnesota's lakes. 
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OUR PURPOSE FOR ASSEMBLI NG 

J. 	Donald Fruen 
Lake, Minnesota 

You have been thanked and encouraged to attend and I wont to campi iment you for 
attending. You have indicated that you realize Minnesota is at a maior crossroads. 
We are not the only state in the nation involved with these problems. Most of the United 
States is now affected by pollution of our pure water. The water originally in this coun

was the rood of commerce and this was part of the beginning of some of the misuse. 
have over 15,000 lakes and ponds all of them in some state of aging. Aging is nothing 

new. Nature's first move toward aging started immediately after the glaciers left the 
holes where water accumulated. This is all simply called runoff. So runoff is one 

of the major problems for the change that bothers us in aur lakes. We are fortunate 
enough in Minnesota to have not only the 15,000 lakes and ponds, but streams and rivers 
over 25,000 miles long. 

I hope this will help you see that this symposium was not called for a small lake which 
is being affected outside Detroit but it has meaning statewide. No Minnesota 
citizen lives more than 20 minutes from a body of water. And we, citizens have been 
careless in fouling on environment that is one of our greatest assets. I have already 
mentioned siltation in that problem. One of the major problems is sewer effluent. And 
the arguments go on endlessly. We have primarily used the amite sanitary systems be
cause they cost less. Our waste disposal facilities are completely lacking and most of 
them unscientifically placed. Our farms, a major part of our state business activities 
are contributing to pollution, primarily I believe, because it has not been taught that 
feed lot drainage should not be a lakeside facility, but located in on area where it can 
be controlled. The argument on pesticides and herbicides has two sides, of course, but 
it has the one side--it does contaminate. 

Fortunately, the industrial wastes in this upper area of Minnesota, are not quite as im
portant as near the heavy populated areas, but they are important. They must be studied 
and workable answers must be available. Our ground water in Minnesota is closely re
lated to surface waters, SO there should be no lack of study of the ground water and this 
relationship, and how it might be contaminoted or is contaminated. We have attempt-
ed peicemeal and small approaches now for several years: this will never solve the 
problem. It must be studied and approached after all the conditions are identified; 
after goals have been set priorities must be established. All indications are that man
agement is the best way to coordinate and move forward to solutions. Without this great 
resource--water-- we would all pass on in a day or two. 

We must manage to uti I ize all known technology, to aid managers, to paint a picture 
in watercolors that is not smudged with cloudy and foul smelling liquids. 
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CLEAN LAKES - OUR HERITAGE AND OUR RESPONSIBILITY 


The Honorable Harold leVander 

Governor, State of Minnesota 


Minnesota, land of sky-tinted waters, is named after our waters and nationally known for 
our waters. We are laced, dotted and practically surrounded with water. While Minne
sota has only 2% of the nation's land area, it has 6% of its water area. Nine out of ten 
Minnesotans live within 20 minutes of a lake. In fact, there are so mony lakes, we ran 
out of names for them--there are 99 lakes named "Long," 91 named "Mud," 76 Rice Lakes 
and 36 Clear Lakes. 

The fact that there are more mud lakes than clear lakes is perhaps an ominous warning for 
the future. 

The future of our lakes is very much in the minds of Minnesotans, especially those of you 
gothered here today. 

am deeply impressed by the concern evidenced by this conference. 

Yet you and I and all the citizens of this state must continually and increasingly be alert 
to intrusions upon our lakes. I doubt that few people appreciate the extent to which we 
have already altered our lakes. 

Of our 15,291 lake basins which are over ten acres in size, over 3,200 of these are now 
largely due to monas intrusion and deve lopment. 

Of the 653 lakes in the metropol itan area, many are so crowded and becoming so contam
inated as to be in danger of becoming useless. 

Even in northern Minnesota in some areas, for example the Brainerd area, the populotion 
density of lake homes equals that of some Twin City suburbs, but the lake homes are with
out adequate sewer provisions. 

Certainlyour indignation about what has happened over the years to our lakes is more than 
justified. The neglect of our natural resources in the past is digusting. And the demands 
on our national resources in the future is frightening. 

At the present time, shore lands are being rapidly developed with seasonal homes, perman
ent homes, resorts, trailer porks and campgrounds. In 1960 there were almost 73,000 sea
sonal lakeshore homes in Minnesota, a 70'% increase over 1950. The number of seasonol 
homes is projected to increase to 181,000 by 1975, a 150"k increase over 1960. 

It is estimated that by the year 2000, a greatly exponded population will have more dol
lars, more leisure time and more mobility. For our lakes, this means twice as many people 
coming, twice as often, and staying twice as long. 
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I seriously doubt our lakes can stand the strain of this mass of humanity--unless all govern
ments take firm steps and every individual assumes his responsibility. 

We cannot affoid to continue to treat our lakes in this manner and maintain the quality of 
life which is so vital to our citizens. We must develop sound innovative programs for the 
wise management of our lakes. These programs must be two-pronged: first, to combat the 
lake problems which we and our predecessors have caused, and second, to prevent further 
undue intrusion upon our lakes and provide guidance for wise development of the lakeshore. 
These programs cannot cure our problems overnight; but we must begin now! Hopefully this 
symposium will provide further impetus in getting started on the job ohead of us. 

An excellent example of a cooperative effort that will be necessary to save our lakes is the 
current study being conducted right here on lakes Sallie and Mellisa. Here we see the 
Federal, state, and local government working together to develop solutions to the problems 
on these two lakes so valuable to the Detroit Lakes area. Those of you here connected with 
this program are to be commended for the foresight in initiating this program. 

Of course, as Governor, I feel the state's responsibility in combatting water pollution very 
strongly. That is why I proposed the creation of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
in my 1967 inaugural address and in 1969 worked for a crystal waters program for Minnesota. 
The legislature, also concerned obout our natural resources, enacted the crystal waters 
program. 

One of the provisions creates a shoreland management program. To my knowledge, we are 
the second state in the country with the foresight to move aheod with such a program-

our sister state, Wisconsin, being the first. This represents a maior step in the development 
of a cooperative program between state and local government to protect our lakes. 

The Department of Conservation shall draft guidel ines for local government in regard to lot 
size, sanitary treatment facilities and other location factors. The Department shall then 
hold hearings around the state and after considering public comments, odopt the guidelines 
which will have the force of law. This process must be completed by July, 1970. The 
counties then have two years to adopt these standards consistent with the guidelines them
selves; otherwise, the Commissioner of Conservation shall impose the state standards. 

A second part of the Crystal Waters Program allows the state government to pick up part of 
the cost of local governments in building sewage treatment plants. 

In addition the legislature provided for an environmental education coordinator. Part of 
his responsibility will be to develop a curriculum in elementary and secondary schools to 
create a conservation awareness in our young people. For in the last analysis, the battle 
against pollution will not be won until every person assumes his individual responsibility 
to help prevent and correct pollution. 

These are just a few of the recent actions which indicate the state of Minnesota's concern 
about our water resources. We shall constantly guard against the misuse of our natural 
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advantages. For example, the state is deeply concerned about the preservation of the 
Boundary Water Canoe Area as a water wilderness. This unique asset to our state must be 
kept for future generations to Therefore, the State Department of Conservation 
has throughout the year; issued no prospecting permits or mining leases on the state
owned mineral right within the Boundary Water Canoe Area. The legislature and this 
administration have recognized, as have certain congressional acts, the wi Iderness char
acter of the area. I certainly hope that all Minnesotans recognize the impartance that 
this wilderness quality of the BWCA be maintained. 

The problem of water pollution respects no political boundaries. To effectively combat 
the probe 1m will take aggressive and ambitious steps by local, state and federal govern
ments. It will also demand tremendous citizen participotion. 

Preventing and correcting pollution will take people who will go house to house to make 
a survey of sanitary facilities as they are doing in a Minnesota-South Dakota state pro

to save Big Stone lake. It will take citizens who are not content merely to condemn 
actions of others but clean up their own back yards. 

It'll take citizens will to put out the money for pollution control equipment on their 
cars and boots. 

It'll take citizens to take the time to clean up campsites, shape up their shorelines and 
respect the regulations. 

I think we have that kind of people in Minnesota. 

think we have a fighting chance to win the battle against pollution if we make the kind 
of cooperative and aggressive efforts that are certainly needed. This Save the Lakes 
Symposium shall greatly contribute to preserving Minnesota as the land of Sky-Tinted 
Waters. 

LET'S BEGIN WITH THE PROBLEM 

Hibbert Hill 
Civil Northern States Power Company 

with the fact that a lake is a low point in the local topography. Since 
water runs it runs to the lake over the ground and in the ground, In the process 
it carries leaves and various kinds of debris, and dissolved materials, into the lake, 

In addition, rain washes gases and particulate matter from the air. This material enters 
the lake directly in rain falling on the lake. and also in the runoff that occurs as a result 
of the rain. 

The effects on the lake are two. First, soil and debris accumulate in the lake. The lake 
becomes shoaler year by year. Secondly, the dissolved materials in the water reaching 
the lake, and the suspended materials such as leaves, contain plant nutrients. The effect 
of these nutrients is particularly evident in algal qrowth. The lake becomes more turbid 
with algae year by year. 

These two effects, shoaling, and feeding of the lake plants, together result in the condi
tion we term eutrophication. It is the second effect, however, the growth of the 
plants and algae, which especially concerns us in most cases, The term 'eutrophic' is 
derived from Greek roots meaning "well nourished." A lake in which the plants are wei 
nourished is an eutrophic lake. 

There is a cycle of life in a lake, just as on land, a cycle of birth, growth, death, and 
disintegration. The plants in a lake toke dissolved minerals from the water, nitrates and 
phosphates being important, just as in a cornfield, and through the process of 
thesis convert these minerals to the sugars, and oroteins which the 
for their growth. 

Animals too require starches, sugars, and proteins for their growth, but animals cannot 
make starches, sugars, and some proteins for themselves. Animals must obtain these re
quirements from plants, either by eating plants directly, as we eat corn, or by eating 
other animals which have fed on plants. as we eat beef. 

And so the cycle of life in the lake is founded on the plants, in largest port on the algae. 
Protozoans, small crustaceans, bugs and beetles, eat the plants (and some fish eat 
too), minnows eat the tiny animals, sunfish eat the bugs and beetles, crappies eat 

the northern pike eats the sunfish and the crappies. The plants and animals in 
due cour;e die. Their remains fall to the lake bottom, and there join the leaves and 
debris which wind and rain have deposited in the lake. On the bottom the bacteria take 
over. They earn their food by separating dead plant and animal into its original chemical 
constituents, the nitrates, phosphates, and other compounds which hod nourished the 
plants at the base of the cycle. Thus the food which had nourished the dead is made ready 
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by the bacteria to nourish a new generation of plants. Some of the nutrients released 
the bacteria are dissolved in the water, but a considerable part of the nutrients contained 
in the plants and animals which die in the lake are trapped in the bottom sediments, and 
remain there. Dr. Bartsch1s laboratory has found, for example, that the top inch of sedi
ment in Klamath lake, Oregon, contains nutrients equivalent to 60 years of the present 
annual inflow of nutrients to the lake. I emphasize this because it has a bearinq on some 

I will later make. 

Thus, again because a lake is a low point in the topography, nutrients accumulate in the 
lake from year to year, in the water of the lake and in the bottom sediments. 

Plants and animals in the lake both respond, increasing their numbers and total 
to the amount of food available. So, as nutrients increase through inflow and accumula
tion, the larger plants and in the lake increase, the animals feeding on the plants 
increase, and the animals feeding on them increase. 

In our lakes the progress of events is first a lush growth of the larger plants, the water-
weeds. Then the algae increase. Their increase inhibits the growth of larger plants 
making the water turbid and so denying the larger plants the ligllt they need for growth. 
As the larger plants decrease there is more food for the their growth is accelerated, 
and the trubidity increases. This condition in turn favors the rough fish over the game 
fish. The game fish dwindle, and the rough fish thrive. The result is the and bull 
head lakes so common now in the southern part of Minnesota. The remains all this life 
contribute to the shoaling of the lake. In due course the lake becomes a marsh, the marsh 

time fills. Then there is only qeolo,:jical evidence that the lake once existed. 

This is the course which, with greater or less every lake must take. Like living 
things, every lake is born to die. This a natural process, the inevitable result of the fact 
that water runs downhi ... 

The natural process may be a rapid one as the surrounding soil is easily eroded and fertile. 
In the usual case, however, the natural process is measured on a qeoloqical time scale. 

in the natural course of events is badly upset. I:verything man does, 
of no exception, tends in greater or less degree to accelerate the process 

of lake degradation I have been describing. Agriculture and construction alike bare the 
soil and hasten erosion. Fertilization of fields, lawns. and gardens contributes nutrients 
to the overland flow. People produce sewage, and so do cattle, chickens, and 
Storm drainage washes all the odds and ends dropped on pavements into the lake. Auto
mobiles, factories, home heating, burning trash, contribute gases and particulates to be 
washed from the air into the lake. powered boats disturb the lake bottom with their 

lor wash, and so mix into the lake water nutrients which otherwise would have re
mained locked up in the lake sediments. Fishermen anchor, and in pulling their anchors 
disturb the lake bottom. i have a favorite diving spot in the center of Christmas lake. 
where a steep lake bottom hill comes to within about 12 feet of the surface. This lake is 
not intensely fished, but before summer ends thele are great gashes in the weed 
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on top of the hill where fishermen have pulled their anchors. I know from observation that 
each such operation generates a cfoud of the soft lake sediments. 

And perhaps it shouid be added to this catalog, in respect to innocent and desirable rec
reation, that the intestinal bacillus, B. col reaches astronomical counts at bathinq beaches. 

Fifty years CJgo the eutrophication of lakes was as a proble m only by a very few 
specialists, and in a few localities. Now it is of concern. What has happened? 

The principal things that have happened are, first, papulation has doubled, from 
100 million to 200 million people in these United States. Secondly, wealth has much more 
than doubled, and so has the leisure time in which to spend the wealth. The doubling of 

has of course doubled the human excrements to be disposed of. The arowth of 
has more than doubled other domestic wastes, factory wastes, and 

wastes--the feed lots are bigger because we can aHord more beef. Fifty years ago air 
pollution by automobiles was negligable, and waterskiing had not been invented. ~ifty 

years ago few people had their homes on and relatively few spent even some part of 
a summer on a lake. These conditions were true for lakes close to population centers, such 
as Minnetonka, and Lotus Lake on which J live, as well as for more remote lakes. 
years ago lotus lake was a pleasant place to fish and swim. Now it is a turbid mess, pop
ulated by carp, bullheads, waterskiers, and blue-green The waterweeds, once 
lush, are now few and sickly. Even the Lotus for which the lake is named have 
in the last three yea rs. 

purpose in describing the many sources of lake pollution and their relation to popula
tion is to point out that small quantities multiplied by quantities result in big 
and that we will soon have the big multiplier in lotion. Population is increasing 
rapidly now. It is predicted to double again in 45 years. This prediction is not an 
academic one, you can see the homes being built to house the predicted people every
where. It is difficult to appreciate the changes that such a growth of population entails, 
but perhaps it helps if we ponder the changes that have occurred in the past 50 years, and 
then remember that the increase expected in the next 45 years is not the increase experi
enced in the past 50, but twice that number. In another light, 45 years hence we wi II 
have to deal with potential lake pollution four times as great as that which exbted 50 
years ago. 

There are two ications of situation that concern me. 

First, if we examine the present sources of pollution, we can discern two categories. In 
one category are the maior point sources, such as municipal sewage. In the other are male 
diffuse sources such as agricultural operations, fallout and washout from the air, drainage 

lawns and gardens, storm water from municipal areas, bathing and boating in lakes. 

sources are relatively easy to control. The diffused sources are not easily con-


and so for we have done Iittle about them, in part because at present they are 

unimportant. But, and this is my concern, these sources will increase with the 


population, and, unless controlled, will in due course by themselves be sufficient to couse 
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the woes we are now experiencing fram the major sources, such as sewage. 

Secondly, there is a <€chnical problem. To illustrate, it is relatively easy to remove 50% 
of the nutrients from sewage, more difficult to remove 90%, much more difficult to re
move 95%, and practically impossible to remove 100%. Let us suppose that a 900/0 removal 
is sufficient for present purposes. Then when the population has doubled, 95% must be 
removed, and we need not look far into the future to foresee the need for 100% removal. 
Given rnoney enough, we can visualize accomplishing this in the case of municipal sewage, 
but we have yet to develop methods for the similar control of municipal storm drainage, 
beef feed lots, and lakeside lawn drainage. 

I would like to point out one more aspect of this problem. In large degree the basic prob
lem is being dodged now by diverting sewage effluents, and in cases, storm drainage, from 
affected lakes. This removes water supplies which in most instances are important to the 
lakes, particularly so if storm drainage is diverted. Since the municipal areas supplying 
storm drainage will increase with population, in all probability more rapidly than total 
population, it will become increasingly important to develop some method which will per
mit retent ion of these water suppl ies. 

So, to sumrrorize the problem. The problem is one of an excessive supply of plant nutients 
to lakes. These nutrients are carried to the lake by water and wind. They come from 
many sources, most of them man made. Population growth, and this soon, will multiply 
the quanitites from all these sources, causing sources now considered minor to become of 
major importance. Control of these sources requires the solution of hard social, economic, 
and technical problems for which we have not yet the answers. 

My assignment is to describe the problem, as I have attempted to do, not to propound solu
tions. Nevertheless, implicit in what I have said is a solution, that of preventing nutri
ents from reaching the lakes. Indeed, this is the direction most efforts are now taking. 
We should not forget, however, that there may be alternate solutions, and that in fact the 
search for these is a part of the problem. We have learned to control weeds in lawns and 
corn fields by chemical means. Perhaps similar chemical or biological means can be 
found for control of plant growth in lakes. At this time we know just enough about the 
biology of the lakes to realize that what we know is only a beginning on what is to be 
learned. Lakes in fact are very good sewage disposal plants if used for this purpose within 
their capacities. If we knew enough we might use them in that manner, and yet have the 
clear, safe, water we would like to have. 

It is with thoughts of this kind in mind that a group of us are endeavoring to raise money 
to establish a Freshwater Biological Institute in conjunction with the University of Minne
sota. There, as we conceive it, a half-dozen of the world's best brains, aided by every 
apparatus they can use, would devote their capabilities to the study of lake biology, and 
to the training of graduate students in this field. We have every reason to believe that 
fundamental studies of this kind, not concerned with immediate practicalities, but rather 
with what makes a lake behave as it does, would cast new Iight on present knowledge, 
and would uncover processes not now known at all--new information leading to improved 
methods of lake management. 
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Now finally, one more thought before I sit down. All thE time our present problems were 
developing they were not recognized. It was not until we were startled a few years ago 
by the accomplished fact of pollution that any action was taken. I fear that we may repeat 
this past experience, that the extensive efforts we are making in construction, and in 
research, may lull us into the belief that We have got it made. If we do relax in this 
belief, we will surely find ourselves in a worse situation than we now have--and this be
cause the fantastic growth of population and wealth will have presented us with new prob
lems, and with intensified old problems, before we are prepared to cope with them. 
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THE SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF LAKE EUTROPHICATION 

Dr. Gerard A. Rohlich 
Director of Eutrophication Information Center 

of Wisconsin 

First, I would like to say that I appreciate the opportunity of being invited to participate 
in your symposium, which began qJite early last evening, as far as I can determine. But 
seriously, it does give me an opportunity to renew acquainrances with some of the folks in 
Detroit Lakes whom I first met 15 or 20 years ago. At that time they Were interested in 
the problem of eutrophication. 

As indicated in your glossary, the word eutrophicotion which has, of course, only recently 
entered the lex icon of the press and the average citizen, derives from two Greek words, 
"eu" which means "well," and "trophic" which means "to nourish." So the word eutrophi
cot ion as has been poi nted out by Mr. Hill means the process of enrichment or the process 
of nourishment. Not to be confused with the word pullution, which we define as the intro
duction of any material into a resource which degrades it or interferes with a beneficial use 
of the resource. However, the effects of eutrophicatian, a natural process which has been 
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stimulated by man's activities as Mr. Hill points out--the effects of eutrophication can 
produce results which do interfere with the beneficial use of a resource, water resource in 
this case, and consequently then leads to the pollut ion effects wh ich are often assoc iated 
with other materials. 

Now much of what I shall soy, will in a sense be a review of what has already been well 
said by Mr. Hill. But perhaps this review will emphasize some points and raise some dis
cussion with regard to questions that you may have ot panels or throughout the meeting. 

If I may have the lights I will try to illustrate my remarks and, as I say, there will be some 

repetition of what has already been said. 


First, let's look at a lake with which you are familiar. It exists in this climate, during the 
summer time as a stratified body of water and on the lake, the epilimnion represents an 
upper lake in which the energy from the sunlight penetrates and the energy from the wind 

about mixing. It is the general area in which most of the nutrients enter the lake 
and because of the availability of the sunlight's energy, then becomes the region in which 
most of the activity of plant growth takes place. 

A region in the center of the loke during the stratificotion, the thermocl ine, where the 
lermperature decreases very rapidly as indicated by the vertical line that is curing, is a 
second portion of the lake in which much lesser activity takes place. The lower lake, or 

represents a region in which there is usually low activity, although in the 
muds (on important part of the lake that Mr. Hill mentioned) the Pacific Northwest 

Laboratory people indicate the storehouse of nutrients plays a significant port in the overall 
problem of the enrichment process. 

Now I don't mean to confuse or impress you with this slide of the picture which is outside 
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in the lobby, but it indicates that the trophic nature of the lake or the productivity of the 
lake is the result of many factors: the human influence, the geological formation, the 
topography, and the cl imati c conditions. 

Particular interest, of course, has been centered around the human influence and the in
put of nutrient materials from sewage, agriculture, and mining activities which supply a 
source of prime nutrient materials which affect the trophic nature of the lake. The lake, 
as far as its depth is concerned and its position in regard to wind action, all influence 
this productivity. 

Now to consider the sources of plant nutrients, and as Mr. Hill has pointed out we are 
concerned primarily with nutrients. If we list the nutrients that are of principal concern 
to us, at the top of the I ist I would put domestic and industrial waste waters which, in a 
sense, reflect the increased population that Mr. Hill speaks of. But in addition to the 
direct discharges that occur as a result of man's activities and communal living, the urban 
drainage and storm runoff also contributes considerable amounts of nutrient materials. As 
you will see in just a moment, the agricultural runnoff, the natural runoff (even from 
areas which have not been disturbed by man) the lake sediments as mentioned as a renew
al source, the precipitation in the atmosphere, (considerable quantities of nitrogen, for 
example, are associated with rainfall) and then the ground water are contributing factors 
for a nutrient supply. 

How much does this amount to? These kinds of numbers are very rough, very difficult to 
obtain. There has been relatively little in the way of extensive studies on these materials. 
But from domestic waste waters we may expect somewhere between, or around 7 to 10 
pounds, perhaps, of nitrogen per capito per year. There is no need for me to recite these 
numbers as they are listed here, but for example, we see that manure spreading, a 
practice in Wisconsin, can often be a considerable source of nutrient materials, particu
larly the practice of spreading manure on frozen land in the wintertime and then during 
the spring runoff this manure washes off into streams, which in turn gets into our lakes. 

Now, this brief review then of what I have said brings us to a kind of plat that might be 
made, which was described by Mr. Hi II and plotted productivity, production of organic 
material, the production of algae, the production of aquatic plants with time and the 
age of the lake--a natural curve might look as indicated look as indicated here--that 
progressively as the lake changes because of the nutrient material the productivity will 
increase. As Mr. Hill pointed out, geologically speaking the lake is a transient phenome
non, it might be here today and gone tomorrow, its life might be 50 or 100,000 or several 
hundred thousands of years, but its ultimate fate is extinction by encroachment of the land. 
And the question, of course, is do man's activities increase the rate and at what rate is 
the increase taking place. Now a curve like this looks good, but we have very few 
quantitative values to place on such a curve, and furthermore, as you will see from some 
data which I will show in just a moment, this isn't a smooth line as indicated here--it 
is more I ike the turn of the stock market: we hope it is always up, but in between this is 
moving up and down and if we take data over a few years we may have some false 
impressions as to what the situation may be. 
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of course, are some of the types of algae that are found in the eutrophic lakes and here 

is the situation in northern Wisconsin in which there are sufficient amounts of muck now at 
one end of the lake which makes it essentially useful for the usual kinds of recreational 
activities. The gmdual encroachment onto the land on that rather shallow region of that 
lake can be seen. And as has been pointed out, this has been multiplied many times both 
ill your state and in our state and, in fact, throuqhout the world. 

But in addition to thi~ interference with recreational activities there are other concerns-

clogging of filters, 

the effects of eutrophication 011 water quality, increase of caustic treatment where the 
water suppl ies as a result the taste and odors emanating 
less a period of time that a filter runs; color 

and these recreational activities whic h have been mentioned 

In , the people who are concerned with this have tried to make some classifications. 
Ones given are the oligotrophic or nutrient poor, and the eutrophic, nutrient rich lakes. 
If we use a certain perimeter, as I have indicated here, the principal perimeter is pro
ductivity which ;5 low, obviously; all this of course is common sense in the nutrient poor 
and high in the nutrient rich lake. Plants can be scarce or abundant, and so on down the 
line as we see there are a numbar of factors which can be considered in determinirg the 
stage of eutrophication of a lake because there is no sharp demarcation between a nutrient 
poor and a nutrient rich this is a continuum in which there is a blending from one 
situation to the other. 

Now, one of the that is faced, one of the problems with which Mr. Hill's bio
logical laboratory I am sure will be concerned, is the means that can be used for 
the measurement of eutrophication, and obvious one that the citizen views is the crop 
of algae in terms of its quantity. We are interested also in the following; the types of 

present; the changes that occur in some of the rudi-aquatic approach with this on
set of greater enrichment; the volume of algae; the amount of chlorophyll; the nutrient 
flux; the movement;in and out of the body of water of nutrients; the changes in the oxy
gen in the lower lake which have an effect on the decomposition there that tends 
to hasten the re-release of these nutrient materials; the effect on clarity of the lake 
in terms of the light penetration (Mr. Hill pointed out this brings about influences and 
changes in the food production and in the fisheries), the primary production that takes 

from the eutrophic, the self-nourshing organisms the algae; the regression of 
the changes in the sediments; the studies of depth cores to see what have 

and what might occur in fish, the bottom organisms, and th~ deteri 
oration of the water 

Now let's take one or two examples and perhaps you don't need them jf you have your 
own examples, but this will illustrate some of the problems one confronts in makina as
sessments of some of these prob I~rns. 

These data are from Lake Washington collected by Professor Edmundson and his associates 
over a number of years in Seattle, 

The first curve, the one marked "A", shows the in the volume of algae for a 
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3-year period, 1950-1955-1956, and it is obvious that in general there has been an in
crease, but one sees the sort of thing that would occur if I happen to take a few samples 
there in mid-August and some samples in the same period in 1955. I would have to draw 
the conclusion that between 1950 and 1955 thinas had imoroved. which is obviously not so, 

One sees the same kind of problem in much of the data that are examined, but we need 
to have informatian over a reasanable period of time. As you see the chlorophyll has 
increased as indicated in Plot B, the transparency has bc.en decreasing, yet there was an 
increase in transparency between the period 1956 and 1957. The in the lower lake 
is decreasing, the rate of consumption of oxygen is increasing, and nhosohate and 

the hypolimnion is increasing. 

Well these, of course, are all manifestations that perhaps are not really necessary because 
of the obvious kinds of that occur. In our own Madison area, an area much studied 
with to el' trophication problems, there are many interesting points that can be 
made. Madison is located on an isthmus between Lake Mendota and Lake Winona, as 
many of you know. At one time in the late 1800's, sewage was both into Lake 
Mendota and into Lake Winona without treatment, and as early as 1888 a paper was writ 
ten by Professor Treelease called "The Blooming of the Madison Lakes" in which he describ

ed problems of excessive algae particularly on Lake Mendota. 

The city early in its history, however, found the need for sewage treatment and built 

a treatment plant between Mendota and Winona which was begun sometime around 1892 

and was, at that time, quite a modern sewage treatment plant. Matter of fact, it was 

one of the first trickling-filter type of sewage treatment plants built in this country. 


By 1920 that plant was replaced by the Burke Sewage Treatment Plant which also discharg
ed into Lake Winona and no sewage from tile city of Madison entered Lake Mendota. 
However, there are some small communitites on the north side (at the top of the slide) 
which did discharge their effluence into Lake Mendota, but these were communities of 

300 or 400 at the rr.ost at that time. 

ago, almost half a cenlury, a reWell, in 1920, which now of course is almost 49 
as a resul t of the nui sanceport was written on the causes of odors in Lake 

indicated here as the Burke Plant blooms. As a result of that report, the s ewoge 
was bui It and the effl uent thenwas abandoned and a nine-spring sewage treatment 


discharged into Lake Wabessa. That occurred in 


In 1940, what do you think happened? There was a report of the causes of the 
in Lake Wabessa. As a result of thc.se studies the final step was taken and the line between 
Wabessa was abandoned and the effluent is now brought in a pipeline and ditch and dis-

into a creek which flows to the Rock River and then to the Mississippi River, which 

doesn't pass through any large impoundment and causes less 

Now, this is one approach -- diversion of the effluence, or diversion of wastes. In a 
sense, you can say this merely puts the problem elsewhere and gets it out of your backyard, 
and with so many of our problems of pollution, there is no longer "somewhere else". 
There is no longer a way to throw things, in other words our refuse, etc., we talk about 
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it 
in same instances and we cannotcontinue with 

within the next 50 or 100 years. 

If one is interested in what the effects of this will be -- but before I mention that __ let 
me show in specific instances why it is desirable to determine nutrient balances. I doubt 
very much if we are going to have all of the money to do all of the things that need to 
be done. We are going to be forced to estublish priorities in the environmental quality 
control projects that are undertaken, and one needs to decide the best to put the 
available funds. Of course, another question, is what kind of a trade-off one is will 
ing to make with the expenditures, what kinds of steps should be taken. It is almost heresy, 
at this point in to say, well, maybe what they ought to do is to abandon some of 
our 10k", and use them for points of waste disposal. 

Now the ardent conservationist would argue me down very vehemently on this 
don't soy that I advocate that, but I must say that one must Ii 5t all the 


is to preservation of some of Our waters and until We have either the 

or the funds to carry out some of the existing technology and the willingness to expend 

those funds in that We are bound to bring about deterioration of certain portions
of the environment. 

here for in the Mendota Watershed you sec that most of the area is in crop
land; the omount of woodland and posture and maior wetlands ancl urbon area is all very 

much the same around 5 or 10 per cent. Now if we look at the nutrient SOurces of this 

lake in terms of the contributions from these various sources, we see, for example, that 

rnunicipal and industrial woste water contributes about 8 per cent of the and 


about 36 per cent of the phosphates -- certainly a major source of phosphorus contribution. 
But rural runoff, in this instance, you see contributGs even more of the soluble phosphates, 
about 42 per cent. If we look at the nitrogen values we see that ground water is a ma

t 

contribution of nitrogen in tilis porticular basin. One says if I am to attack the prob
where should I attack it. And, of course,when you talk about controlling the rurol 

then this, as Mr. Hill has pointed out, is a rnuch more difficult and complicoted 
so the general ::lpproach h::ls been to attack the point sources ond the point sources 

and industrial waste woters. 

In other rnstances, we may find that the relationship of the per cent contribution from 

the various sources is different and this is why I think a kind of survey work that is 


undertaken at present time is going to be voluoble in an attempt to 

conserve the financial sources that are available for corrective measures. 


Now, what in these lak2s. We needn't 
about the but the vertical line, if you can see the bottom of the 
dates at which the diversion tookplace from all of the lower lakes as I indicate. 

These data happen to be for nitrogen and one sees that in the lower lakes, Wabessa and 
Kegonsa from which the effluent was diverted, there Was a considerable dec "ease in the 
amount of ni trogen. 

there was olso a considerable decrease in the amount of nitrogen in \Vinona 
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and there was no reason why that decrease should have occurred as there had been no 
changes in the materials that hod been discharged into that lake. So one man can question 
the statistical validity of data as limited as these. 

when we look at phosphorus we arrive at the same kinds of but 
there has been considerable decrease in the nutrient flux which, of course, you wouldn't 
have hod to make any measurements, as common sense would have told you thai was what 

Now what occurs with regard to the changes in the biological is more important. 
If one looks at the total productivity in those lakes at t he present time, it is not a great 
deal less than it was before the diversion occurred. Now what this says, and what it says 
to the citizens whose concern it is, is that if I take some positive steps at this moment in 
time, I cannot expect 0 morked or dramotic change that might occur in a river; if the pol
lution of the river were cleaned in a relatively short period of time we should see some in
dications of improvement. You must remember that tile retention period of water, or a flush 

of the water in a 'ake is a much longer period of time that it is in a stream 
of the bottom muds, for example, and their availabilities, the changes or 

improvements ale apt 10 occur quite slowly. 

But we do that whereas in l.oke Wabessa ond Lake Pegonsa ond pmticularly in Wabessa 
in the befor!: 1959. the omount of microcysts, which is a nuisance blooming blue
green algae was very We almost had a uni-alaae sinale tvpe alaae-culture there 
whereas after diversion in a period of a couple of years we see 

and that now there is more diversity of species even 
not be much different from the yems before diversion. 

Well, a note on the program says that Dr. Ba~tsch is going to talk tomorrow about the tech
nologies available, and perhaps before that this slide would indicate some of the approaches 
that are being taken. Nutrients can be removed from waste waters of course, the technolo~v 
is available, studies me continuing, developments ore quite rapidly and these 
will, I am sure, Ix) used male in the future. Adding to the usual step& of chemical oxygen 
demand, suspended solids removal are now the steps of nutrient removal. The diversion of 
waste waters is procticed in the Madison lakes, like Washington in Seottle, as I pointed out, 
and Lake Tahoe. Some of you are fami I iar with Lake Tahoe and know that in a periad of 
about 7 years starting in 1962, the Lake Tahoe oreu council and the public utility districts 
there on a program of diversion of water, waste waters from the Tahoe Basin. Almost 
S12 million dollars have been spent already in building diversion pipelines of the waste in 
the south end of Lake Tahoe and from Douglas County waste is now being diverted out of the 
basin and steps ore beinq taken for diversion from the north end of the basin. 

Now of COUlse, the possibilities of using the water for irrigation purposes in the drier 
areas of California ond Nevada make this more than it would be in 0 region where 
the onlv obviou5 diversion was to another loke--it wouldn't make much sense. 

The area of weed debris, fish removal, and dredging of lake sediments needs more 
consideration and uttention. If we dredge the what do you expose and what are 
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the opportunities for renewal from the newly exposed surface. That's why these studies on 
the composition of the cores and the various steps are important, particularly where dredging 
may be under cons ideration. Low flow augmentation means "can I find some way to flush 
out a lake at the present time, or can I find some way to reduce its retention time 
these growing periods, let's say from May to September, when the excessive productivity 
occurs. 

In Wisconsin, the zoning of watersheds, a result of a 1955 law, requires that zoning be es
tablished 1,000 feet from the perimeter of all lakes and that zoning must meet the approval 

each county must do this) of the State Department of Natural Resources. This is an 
effort, of course, much along the lines in Minnesota, to regulate installation of septic tanks 
and concerning also disturbing the cover. There are specific regulations in the zoning acts 
for the amount of land that can be disturbed within a 1,000 foot distance and how much of 
the natural brush can be removed, trees cut down, etc. 

The use of algaecide and herbicide, of course, is practiced in many instances. This, of 
course, may do or give some immediate relief, but it is not 0 long-range approach to the 
solution of the 

Some of the research areas I have indicated here--Iake productivity, the question of nutri 
ent requirements of the self-nourishing organisms, the algae (additional in this area 
should be beneficial), more consideration of the economic aspects of the eutrophication 

and these studies on nutrient removal. 

In conclusion, I would like to say that what I have tried to present here in a sense is review 
of some of the material that you are already familiar with. I think one of the major problems 
that we face in the future, other than from the scientific standpoint, is the problem of poli 
tical leadership necessary for proper evaluation of these problems and to determine, or to 
present to the public, what the alternatives are in terms of deteriorating quality of the 
environment and the trade-offs that will have to be made, or may have to be made, for other 
benefits that we derive from our tax dollar. We see all kinds of manifestations of great 
interest--everyone is against pollution--there isn't a single citizen, I gather, one can find, 
at least I haven't found one, who is all in favor of pollution, but when it comes to the 
of providing the dollars necessary for the solution of some of these problems, we don't find 
the interest as hioh as some think it should be. 

cite, for example, the Federal Woter Pollution Control, or Water Quality Act, in which 
Congress has authorized appropriations for construction grants. Mr. Larson knows this. For 
the current yeor I think $700 million is outhorized, or $1 billion dollars, and the actual 
appropriation is 5214 million dollars--so the difference between the authorization and the 

'opriation is quite large, and we see in this instance a relatively small amount allocated 
particular use for construction grant use. 

Now one realizes that there are many demands for the tox dollar, but one must also recog
nize that some trade-off wi II have to be made so long as we have limited amounts of funds 
to do the things that we would like to do. 
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THE EUTROPHICATION-POLLUTION SITUATION IN THE DETROIT LAKES AREA 

Dr. Tom Rogstad 
President, Pelican River Watershed District 

Winston Larson 
City Engineer, Detroit Lakes 

WINSTON LARSON: Tom, you have lived in this area most of your life. Can you give us 

background? 

TOM ROGSTAD: Winston, my family first came here in 1882. When grandpa came the 
lakes were in their pristine beauty and the water was clear; you could look down 25 feet to 
the bottom, there were sturgeon in Detroit Lake--so you can see that our family history in 

this area goes back 90 years. 

Now an awfu I lot happened before that 90 years, and I just asked Tom Winter of the United 
States Geological Survey to tell us something about what happened between the time this 

whole area was covered with ice and the present. 

Dr. Rogstad. TOM WINTER: Thank you very 

I was not supposed to be on this program today. I was told, when I first came, at 9:30 this 

morning to soya few words about geology in about five minutes. So in five minutes I will 

try to tell you about the geology of the Detroit Lakes area. 


I have been involved in a project and the project was the Red River of the North Drainage 

Basin in Minnesota. This was a 5-year project to study the water resources, and in trying 

to determine the water resources of the Red River Basin we have to study the geology to a 

certain degree. We have not studied the geology in any great detail as I would like to, 

but just enough so that we can make our hydrological interrelations. During the course of 

a project you do become interested in the geological history of an area. So I did a little 

work on the side, a little reading on the side, and became fairly familiar with this area. 


Now the Pelican River Watershed District is outlined in red on this very nice map. This is 
a wate..,hed divide that follows the high ground. It just happens that east of Detroit Lakes 
there is a very high, by Minnesota standards, ridge of hills that sticks up fairly prominently 
and one of these is called Detroit Mountain. I just came back from a vacation in Colorado 
and in the process of rescaling my thinking as for as mountains are concerned, I had a hard 

time finding Detroit Mountain th is morning. 

Detroit Mountain, in this ather ridge of hills east of Detroit Lakes, is covered with a type 
of depos,t called glacial till. Now the topography and geology in this port of Minnesota is 
the result of activity during the Great Ice Age, which most of you probably have heard 
about. Now the Great Ice Age deposited roughly 400 to 500 feet of material in the Detroit 
Lakes area. The topography in the landscape is the result of some of the most recent glaciers 
however. This high ridge of hills was formed by a glacier that came into northwestern 
Minnesota and swung southwestward and formed a very high ridge of hills and usually at the 
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front the streams carrying the melt water from the glaciel carried with it 
in front of it. So we had a very amount of >and and gl"ave I 

the Detroit Lakes area and on up into Mahnomen County. 

Nowa later stoge of gloc;atlon, this one is the first port that deposited this high I idge of 
hi 115, probably occurred >omething like 13,000 years ago. About 11,000 years (l~JO onother 
galcier come down into the Red River lowland west of here, but extneded into this oleo 

across this whole map but it leceded bock to this position here approximatelv and 
formed 0 ridge of hills but it was much lower than the ridge of hills EXist of Detroit 

Now when this 91aeier came to a standstill temporarily and deposited this ridge of hills, we 
hod another of outwash being among the Pelican River Volley here. So 
the meager tests that we have done in this area show a 

separated by some of this glacioltill which is deposited directly by the it 
cloy rnaterial and then another amount of sond and gravel wos deposited on top of 

nice sand and gravel bottoms that all these lakes have are 0 result of this out
from streams emitting from the glacier. Now when you have a 

retreating from on area, it is not a neat line of ice going back and 
messy actually and leaves a lot of ice blocks. It doesn't actunlly move backward t it just 
melts away and you might get some icc blocks breaking off, stagnant; some of this 
sand and gravel is deposited around and over this icc block and you hove 0 smooth outwash 
as along the river valley. However, when these ice blocks melt awoy, you end up with a 
hole in the ground. This hole in the ground is filled with water and then you have a good 
stmt of a lake. The minute a luke is formed it already starts to age because material is 
being eroded off the surrounding highlands and deposited in the lake. A lake is a 

of woter nnd doesn't have nice coarse material deposited generally, it is 
clay and silt and this clay and silt further separate the connection of the lake in the ground 
water system and you soon get nutrient build up. It starts to being as was mentioned eorlier 
in the day. You have an 011 oligotrophic lake and this is a very sterile lake with very few 
nutrients in it. Well, the minute you start getting your erosion from the surrounding hill
sides, plants becoming estoblished on the surrounding hillsides, and the organic matter 
being washed into this lake, the nutrient buildup starts, so that in the very young part of 
the lake the clay and silt • A little bit later, before a high mutrient builds up, in 
very muny lakes in Minnesota there is 0 type of material formed that is almost like an ooze 
like jello. Then you find the sediments becoming a more aguatie plont type of material os 
the lake gets older and older. We have cored (not the USGS but the University of Minne
sota has cored) many lakes in the state and sediment thicknesses in lakes can vary 
from 5 feet to where we cored through 60 feet of sediment. And the strange thing about all 
of this is that most of it represents the sarne time interval. So in some lakes with man com

absent from the scene, you cnn have a sediment build up in lakes that may approach 
4 feet every 1,000 years. Now we have to remember thot most of our lakes arc something 
like 12,000 years old. So you get maybe 4 or 5 feet every 1,000 years in other lakes, you 
may only get a holf a foot every 1,000 years. So there are very many things that Ol"e inter
related here and it is very difficult to take one lake and study it and say, " now I know 
everything there is to know nbout lakes" and "this is the way they all oct." This isn't true o 

Almost every lake is fairly unigue as for os its geology, topography, and history goes; you 
have look at an individual lake in order to understand 
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We are involved in this Lake Sollie project and I personally am involved in the ground 
water phose of it. What relationship does the water in Lake Sallie have with the 9round 

We have established a fairly number of observation wells around the 
this winter, to establish a few observation wells in the lake. We 

in this way to be able to determine whel! connection the ground water system has with 
the loke system. 

TOM ROGSTAD: Thank you very much, Tom. 

All our of course, were started by the ice age. I think thot one thin9 we cnn draw 
as a generol rule is that os a lake becomes older its shoreline to become more and 
more round. For instance, traveling around Detroit Lnke, we can see oreas here and there 
which were once and wadually filled in with debris nnd the lake became more round, 

The first white people in the area noticed there WClS a sand bor across Detroit Lake; this 
was merely the result of water currents and the lake seeking to make a more round border. 

However, we will get on to a little more of the history of the orca and I wont to be brief 
because todav the tluth is that there isn't an owlul lot of history. 

The Inkes here were used by small bands of Indions and we havt' evidence Indian en
campments mostly where the Pelican River came into Detroit Lake and whele it left Lake 
Melissa. The high ground just behind the river was evidently an Indian bUlial ground. W(> 
have a housing development going up there now ond every basement that is excovated 
yields a bones. 

Probably the fir,t evidence we have of a trading post was on the natlh side of Detroit Loke 
in the middle of the 1800's. This lasted a year or two, then it wos abandoned. At about 
thot time the Red River Trail a Iso come between St. Poul and Fall Pc,rnbina, or 
Fort Gary in Winnipeg. It onto the loke in about this Olea followed 
lakeshore to the Pelican Rivel, and then went nOlth. rhis was the old hoil whele we had 
the Red River carts with the tremendous wheels drawn oxen with Indion drivers. As a 
matter of foct, some of the lawns on this side of the still ,how evidence of the wheel 
tracks of these Red River carts. 

The first permanent settlement occulred mound J I when a group of Civil Wm vetelnrlS 
from Boston came out and cstoblished whot was known os the New England 

In about the 1890's the arco started getting Summer . Most of the people from 
Dakota. would COme down and build their colloges an Lakes Detroit ond Sollie. 
fhese were popular lakes. This was a very type of dwelling. They did not 
believe in trying to keep a place up. lhey had a cottage, they wanted to enjoy the loke, 

fished, didn't core about the lawn, although scythe it once or twice 
a year to keep it down below their knees, and thcle Wel"e no plumbing focilities, thel 
was no running wClter in most of them. would have an occasionClI pump Clnd the 
imurn water was thrown out the back dON. rhis mny hnve made the gtass a little greener, 
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it did not affect our lakes 100 much. 

The sanitary facilities consisted of the old two-haler or Chich Sale and this was put way 
back behind Ihe cottage in the woods, near the wood pile and again this did not bother 

the lakes 100 much. 

Now in the 1930's we had a • Our transportation got better, there were more peo
who wanted to get to a lake, we had more in the areo to the west of us who had 

the ability to come to the lake, ond also we got city. 

The first thing Ihat wos thot the pump wos reploced ond with it went the facility 
out in Ihe backyard. well was left under the kitchen where il had been before, ond 
then the owner of the coltoge surmising thot the drifl of the woter was towards the lake 
would place the septic tonk out in front--not in the back because he it might 
pollute his drinking water. So it usually ended up light next to the lake. We are very 
interested, now, in finding oul just how much pollution comes from these tanks. 
We don't know. We don't know whether it is ideal fol the septic tank to be 50 feet, 100 
feet from the lakeshare but we do know thot these lakes ore aging cmd strangely enough 
the lokes that hClve the mmt population and hove had it Ihe longest are the Cines thClI seem 

to be aging the fastest. 

at our area here we have FJoyd Lake. Up until 15 ago there were very few 

people on Floyd Loke and this lake WClS in good shape. It is by Carnpbell Creek. I 

will sec if I can trace this with Ihe pointer. 

comes down from the north, enters the lake here, and then leaves over on this side. 
Now it worries us that Floyd is building up, which it now jo, and these septic tanks ore 
contributing and if this lake gets eutrophic, we can't flush it out like we can Detroit Lake 
or Loke Sallie or Loke Melissa. I think this would be a velY difficull lake 10 contend 
with. You see the water 011 goes through this and this is 0 sort of reservoir that is left 

• We have the same problem on Lang Lake. Long Lake has no inlet. It is a 

lake. II has beautiful water now. II has been buill up. What is going to happen? If 


we 	are going to hove to wait for spring water to finally flush 
we don't know, but we ore worried. 

Of course, on Detroit Loke Sollie, Loke Melissa, )'0 u have the nutrients coming 
into the lob:;. We ore sure that the soaps thot ore used ond the septic tanks are a cause. 
But we have another contributor and that is our city. The city storted out in 1900 with 0 

sl'ptic tonk. (Todoy it hos the most modern treatment facilities. It is doing os fine CI job 

as any disposol plant in the 

Loke 51. Clair ,"eceives the effluent from the city waste treatment plant. The effluent 
coming from the trealment plant is crystal clear. It beauliful water, but it has nitrates 
and phosphates in it. We wonder, if now Loke St. Clair isn't perhaps a fprtility bank. 
It hos Geen getting I hese nutrient; for rnany . MayGe a IClke gets to 0 point where the 
weeds Clnd the a can no use up nutrients that come in, ond then the over
flow comes down stream Clnd possibly hits Muskrot Lake. YOl> will see Muskrat Lake. 
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When I was a youngster it was a becwtiful lake, you could swim in it and it was fairly 
clear. Muskrat Lake is now eutrophic. Maybe Muskrat Lake acted as a fertilily barrier 
for a few yems, then So II ie showed signs of rapid eul roph ication. What we worried aboul 
as a Board of Managers is what will happen at the time when Lake Sallie no longer acts as 
a borrier and Lake Mel issa receives more nutrients. J am sure the people down 01 Lake 
pciican, which is below here, have cause for alarm 100. 

Winston, could you tell us something obout the sonitary facilities of the city. 

WINSTON LARSON: The sewer system in Ihe city of Detroit Lakes was installed about 
1900. Treatment was provided a septic tank which overflowed into Lake St. Cloir. 
At. thClt time Loke St. Clair was a much body of water containing about 600 acres. 
This mop indicates obout 160 oeres, os a large portion was drained. 

By 1915 the records indicoted that there were problems in St. Cloir Lake. This lake is 
very shallow. The solution to the was to construct County Ditch 1114 and ollow 
51. Clair Lake to drain to the Pelican River just below the outlel of Detroit Loke, and 
then to the Pelicon River chain of lakes. 

Then about 1929 the first sewage treatment plant was built at about the west edge of the 
city and on County Ditch 1114 that we coli the cast branch. At thot time this plont W(15 

considered CI modern type of treatment, capable of treating about 000 gallons per 
and reducing the strength of the waste in terms of B. O. D. about 85%. 

TOM ROGSTAD: What is B.O.D.? 

WINSTON LARSON: B.O.D. is a term used by sanitary engineers to describe the oxygen 
in the treatment of the sewClge. If the effluent corning from a treatment works 

in BOD, we feel that the treatment has been quite successful ond very little oxygen 
is required to be furnished by the receiving streorn 10 supply what is required to prevent 
putrification from taking place. 

Following the treatment at that point the effluent then flowed to SI. Clair Lake, over

flowed down through the county dilch 10 the Pelican River to Muskrat Lake. into Lake 

Sallie ond continued down the Pelican River choin of lakes and rivers. 


was again enlorged into whot we called a Two Stage Planl. Instead of 

going through a single complete treatment plant, two plants are installed in series. First 

it would go through one plant and then the other which would provide about 92% reduc

tion in BOD. 


In 1953, we started to use the effluent frorn this plont in a wooded area in an attempt to 
divert it from the water course. The effluent was sprayed in the wooded area until about 
1962. We were experimenting with irrigation in an attempt to retain the flow of the 
waste and keeping the nutrients from going into the water course. 

In J962 on was made to the in which we provided what.we call tertiary 
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treatment. This was an allempt to additional treatment for the removal of nutrients 
as a stabilization pond. So sewage is treated in 

a conventiona I treatment plant, through a mechanica Ily aerated and then flows 
to a stabilization pond. The now will overage about 2 105 part", per million in 
terms of BOD, which means we are getting reduction in BOD of obout 98 or 99 percent, 
which is considered a very high of treotment. However, we still have nutrients 
present. 

Now we are spreading the effluent from the stabilization pond on approximately 20 acres 
of peat soil. The purpose of this is to absorb and precipitate phosphorus that is present in 
the effluent. Studies have indicated that certain types of soils have 0 terrific ability to 
fix phosphorus, and so we are with this phase of treatment hoping this can 
be accompl 

TOM ROGSTAD: Winston, I wonder if you might say about the facilities for 
waste treatment in the rurol areas. This has been covered a but orobablv you should 
emphasize it. 

WINSTON LARSON: The rural areas are using the septic tank and the drain field method. 
However, the population in the surburban orcas or the subdivisions the lakes is 
getting quite dense. In fact, the population abutting the four or five lakes in the 
will have neorly the population of the city of Detroit Lakes. We have some subdivisions 
east of the city that me not actually a part of the city and do not have connections with 
the city sewer system. We are very suspicious that the ground waters could be very 
in phosphorus and nitrates and probably will be doing severe damage to big Detroit Lake 
,ooner or later or is doing it at the present time. 

Of course, this is all tllO more reoson we should have some dota on what 
the septic tanks ore doing. 

Tom, can you recall some of the of some of the drainage as cmried on in 
the past which, at this time, appear to detrimental. 

TOM ROGSTAD: The first one probably was the Pelican River Navigation Company in the 
1880's. This company ron steam launches through Detroit Lake, down the Pelican River, 
through Lake Sallie, through Lake Melissa, down to an area called Buck's Mills, and then 
down to Pelican Loke. Probably the bad effect was that to get from Detroit Lake to Lake 
Sallie, they had to put a darn at Lake Sallie and raise the level of the stream and straighten 
it out. It was q small stream through a marshy area. This raised the water 
level in Detroit Lake and when you raise the water level in a lake, the banks erode and 
wosh. The banks are more fertile than the lake;hore. The banks tend to wash down making 
the shore areas shal and fertile. The fact that they are more shallow means that they 
are going to get wanner and have increased aquatic growth. The city ha:l to go 
in with a lakeshore proiect because of the erosion of the banks. 

The next drainage proiect OCCUlTed in the eorly 1900's. North of Detroit Lake we had a 
tremendou; big shallow lake called Rice Lake which was an ideal breed ina around for ducks. 
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It was excellent fish spawning ground for Detroit Lake, and it covered many anes. Pos
sibly it served as a natural barrier for fertility. Weeds in this area probably used up nutl 
ents that would have found their way down the stream. It wm so shallow, it was deter
mined to drain the loke and usc the lake bottom fOI pasture ond agricultural practices. 
The I iver was then straightened out in many to joster flow to Detroit Loke, 
and when was all set they blew the final bonier and the whole of Rice Loke 
was flushed down into Detroit Lake. We can only guess at the pounds or tons of 
nutrient materia! that carne into Detroit Lake. but it must have been tremendous. 

Another drainage ditch was constructed to drain a portion of St. Clair Lake into the 
Pelican River. This hm been discussed looks like it wasn't a very good 
ideo. 

Winston, I think plobably at this time, I should ask you about the time when the residf!nts 
of Loke Sallie and Luke Melissa became c"armed and sued the city. 

WINSTON LARSON: In the late 1940', severe a blooms developed in Loke Sallie Clnd 
lakeshore become very perturbed. Repol ts corne out which 
contributor of nutrients may be the effluent from the Detroit 

Lakes Plant. On the basis of the reparb, there were some suits inst igated o90inst 
the city of Detroit Lakes in on attempt to enjoin the plant Clnd stop use or prevent the 
effluent from ento! ing the water course. 

The citizens of Detroit Lakes became quite shocked ot this ossertion because 
they had been treoting the sewage by a standard method as lequired by the 
ments and all the ogencies and 
has come to light in the last few years. 

This case welS dismissed, as it was shown that the present technology had not 
an economically feasible method for removal of nutrients from sewage treotment 
effluents. Data by the experts indicated that there were many sources of nutrients other 
than treated sewage effluent and that to budget the soul-ce of nutrients would re'luire years 
of research for a distribution of the causes which were creating the damage as chorged, 
and that such a budget could be questioned as there would be differences from year to 

This court case was very costly and created considerable feeling, but it did en-
the public as to some of the F blems connected with the preservation of our lokes. 

It is probably the reason that this area is forther advanced in research and positive oction 
than others similarly situated. This ca",e also informed many other municipolities through
out the state and nation of the oroblems which were develooinq. 

TOM ROGSTAD: Now I wonder if you mention what the city did about the deteri
oration of the shoreline along the little Detroit Lake adjacent to the city. 

WINSTON LARSON: As Torn mentioned the high water created 
tion company, perhaps created a lot of erosion on Detroit Lake and 
shoreline within the city limits. In about 1950, the local newspapers had a public Ion 
Worthwhile projects and picked 0", the city project the redevelopment of this particular 
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shoreline. The project finally developed about 1965, and at that time we removed all 
the storm water drainage from the lake. We constructed a gravel dike to confine 
material. We dredged in front of the dike and placed this material behind the dike 
where it was used as fill. The dredge water was diverted to a slough area and the beach 
line stabilized. The boulevard was sodded and provided with on irrigation system so that 
we could maintain grass. We now have almost a mile of beautiful beach within the 
limits. The of Detroit Lakes arc quite proud of the project and it is one of the 
major attractions of the area. This illustrates with careful planning and determination 
our natu ra I resources can be redeveloped for good use. 

up this point. A lot of people in Detroit 
Lakes felt that if once . and the much a lona the shore line that 
were going to have a permanent solution. 
this is only a partial solution. 

WINSTON LARSON: I think this is true. As long as there are nutrients present within 
the water we are quite likely to have a certain amount of continued weed growth and it 
is going to be a continuous maintenance project. We are going to have to keep the nu
trients from entering the water and probably we will end up with a weed harvester sirnilar 
to the one we are experimenting with at Lake Sallie and Lake Melissa, as it becomes 
necessary to harvest the weeds in the future. Dredging will only temporarily remove weed 
growth from an area so we do not feel that it is a solution. However, the clean 
sand that has been placed On the beach areas is not conducive to weed so it will 
probobly take a number of years before we get prolific weed growths again. 

soya couple more words about this project. We actually diverted about 400 
drainage through a 4-foot interceptor sewer to a pumping station. The 

is capable of pumping about 18,000 gallons of water per minute during a storm 
period. The total project cost about $300,000 and was financed totally local funds. 
The city received an award naming the project os one of the Seven Wonders of Engineering 
in 1967 by the Minnesota Association of Professional Engineers. 

I think what we want to bring up now is what we did to try to take some action against the 
disaster we could sec approaching us. As local residents we can see that these lakes are 
the economic life blood of our community. Without them we are in very difficult 

We all have had voluntary associations along the lake but when a lake gets to be a prob
lem and as a problem as advanced eutrophication, local voluntary organizations just 
cannot handle it, so we formed a Watershed District figuring that a unit of government 
could better mobilize our forces. Mr. Irvine will take this up more fully later on. 

TOM ROGSTAD: Winston, I wonder if you tell us about the first project that was 

undertaken. 

WINSTON LARSON: The first developed rather oddly. The Sallie-Melissa 
Association as a group had attempted for years to a weed harvester, as they felt 
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that might be an appraoch to removing some of the weeds and possibly offering some relief. 
As soon as the Watershed District became a reality the association requested the 
Board of Commissioners to petition the Watershed Board of M.1nagers to a weed 
harvester. The County Commissioners presented a petition to the Watershed Board and ufter 
an engineering report, the weed harvester purchase was approved. 

About the sume time the of Detroit Lakes was interested in experimenting WIth some 
means of reducing nutrients from the effluent from the sewage treatment plant. had 

this 20 acres of peat soil; they had a stabilization pond and were beginning the 
experiment. Then about that time Dr. Roqstad and I attended a symposium at Madison, 
Wisconsin, and during that time we contacted DI. Bortsch who was with the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Administration at Corvallis, . We told him of Our problems and ex
plained what we were attempting to do and he became interested. We a ed 
area and consequently we developed what we call the Nutrient Control Research 
which we will be on our tour. So with the weed harvesting proposed 
Sallie-Melissa Association, through our Watershed District, and the project that the city of 
Detroit Lakes was conducting, We a,e now able with ~lovernment assistance to obtain infor
mation on what we ore accomplishing. We wa-Jld never have been able to do the research 
and finance the cost of the work that is required without such assistance. We hope that we 
will find information that we can pass on to you, and of course that is one of the purposes of 
this symposium--to advance to you the work that is being done the local people. Maybe 
we are appraoching the wrong, or maybe we are something that will you. 
In either case we may be able to advise you what to do or what not to do. 

TOM ROGSTAD: We are about ready for the tour of the area and I wonder if you mlgr1t say 
(1 few words about the things these people are going to sec. 

tRNEST NELSON, Becker County Extension Agent: You will be leaving by bus about 4 0' 

and we will have various stations along the route in order to show you what we wish 
to have you see as far as the proj ect is concerned. 

Station HI and #2 will be located in what we call the Fern Beach area of Lake Melissa. At 
this point we will have the weed harvester in operation so that you will be able to see the 
weeds that are brouaht in from the lake and deposited on the shoreline. 

Now in making these runs, he is going to take small loads to start with in order to get that 
back and forth to show the various groups how the operation is beinq carried on. 

A Iso out here will be a couple of at her dev ices such as a sma] I dredge that is used for clean
ing up beaches and a hydrojet beach cleaning machine that is proposed for cleaning up 
beaches. It miaht be of interest to you folks. 

At Station you will see the stabilization pond just north of Lake 51. Clair and you will 
then see where the water flows frorn the stabilization pond to a diversion ditch; the diversion 
ditch has many tubes its side wall which allows the water to disperse over the 20 acre 
peat bed before it enters the waters of St. Clair and then goes into the drainage ditch and 
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eventually back into Lake Sallie. It is interesting to note on some of the information that 
we have obtained so for on limited testing to show a I-eduction of ortho-phosphate of about 

which we; feel is quite successful so far. Although we cannot say that this is a solution, 
ot this time, because a year from now or two years from now, will the soil plug, and will the 
efficiency of phosphate removal go down, or will it stay there--things like that hove to be 
found out over 0 period. So, actuolly, we have been operoting only 1 year and to 
date that is all can give you. What will happen in the 3-year period, we don't know, so 
don't haul out and buy a bunch af land and put sewoge effluent on it and think that's going 
ta be the onswer for the next 20 years. But we hope you ore on the right track. In other 
words, our appraoch to this problem is: first, we want to remove all the sources of nutrients 
while they are in a concentrated form rather than allow them to get into a water course and 

all over and then try to remove them all over the whole area in small quantities. I 
assure you this is quite difficult when you try to figure out what you want to go in and toke 
out of a lake in order to toke nutrients with it. Now the reason we chose weeds: we 

I thing to take because it was something we could see and handle, 
in the weeds is small, we feel it is something to attach ourselves to. 

you know, would be very difficult to harvest and so we have got to have some bulk. 
So whal we wont to do is remove something from the lake thot has been put inlo the lake over 
the years ond then in that way speed up the return of the waler quality we hope to shaoe. ond 

where it will not continue to he a nuisal1ce blooms continually. 

Now there are two other stotions--there will be another Station #4 just above the lagoon site 
at which someone from the Soils Conservation Department will explain the lity of using 
this water for irrigation of soils. Stations #S and #6 down the line willshow the type of 
soils to be used for this purpose and some of the structure of the soil ond exolain it and hove 

exhibits. 
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THE: ROLE OF FEDERAL, STATE AI'.jD LOCAL GOVERNMENIS 

iN SAVING OUR LAKES 

Carl L. Klein 
Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Water Quality and Research 

No one I ikes to grow old before his time, and none of U$ would want to be accused of 
causing the premature aging of some member of our family or of a friend. Yet, this is 

what we have been doing to some of man's greatest friends in noture--our lakes. 

We have allowed inadequately treated wastes in our sewoge to flow into our lokes where 
they become plant nutrients and couse eutrophication, 01 premotule oging. The result is 
o body of water fit neither for man to swim in nor for fish 10 live in. And, the odor such 
lokes emit makes them unpleosant just to be near. 

As Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Water Quality and Research, I am deeply con
cerned with eutrophication and other water pollution problems that threoten the future of 
our greot natural water resources. And, I know that in this land of 10,000 lokes, which 

the country look to for the enjoyment of every form of worer activity, 
spoil the attraction of a Minnesota water holiday is to be resisted at 

So for, Minnesota has been fortunate in avoiding excessive water lution. But, os the 
increoses, as industrial wastes add up and the of pleasure craft 
the danger of pollution mounts. 

I might point out that some 140 communities in this state stil! reportedly do not have ade

quate sewage treatment facilities. About 660,000 people live in these areas, and as their 

numbers increase, the rivers that have traditionally been used to carry off the 

effluent hove begun to lase their capacity for self-renewal. 


Most of you here today ore well aware of the pollution problems that face this immediate 

region. The sponsor of this symposium to "Save the Lakes," the Pelican River Watershed 

District, has joined the City of Detroit Lakes, the Federal Water Pollution Control Admin
istration, North Dakota University, the U.S. Survey and a number of state 

ogencies, in an effort to attack eutrophication in nearby Lake Sallie. 


The program you have undertaken is on ambitious one and it deserves attention. Its aim is 

to determine if it is to remove nutrients from Lake Sallie by the mechanicol har

vesting of water weeds at a rate faster than the annual nutrient growth. From the informa

tion available at the moment, it appears that this approach may well be successful, and 

that the removal of nitrogen and phosphorus in water weeds will be achieved faster than 

the development of these nutrients in the lake. 


If these blooms of olgae, which have been a problem in Lake Sallie for years, 

can be cleared up, the future of other lakes will look considerably brighter. Meanwhile, 

of course, the City of Detroit Lakes should do what it can to assure that no nutrients flow 

into the lake from il> municipal sewage system. 
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The eutrophication problem, we know, is by no means a phenomenon of Minnesota. It is 
an unfortunate product of an advanced technology which, unless turned toward re-estab

an ecological balance, may end up destroying our environment. For although 
Western man's occupancy on this continent began merely 360 years ago, the misuse of 
powel" by just a few generations has threatened the very ex;;tence of those "shining seas" 

of which we were once so proud. 

It seems unthinkable, but there is a possibility that our Great Lakes may be lost to 
becouse we have failed to use our power to arrest, halt or correct the eutroohicaiion 
p,ocess. We have, in fact, helped to accelerate that process. 

an acute awareness of the eutro
facing the Great and especially Lake Erie. The 

know, \00, that Lakes Ontorio and Michigan also show signs of vulnerability to this pro
cess. And, even the greatest lake of all--Lake 5uperior--has been threatened with a 

of oollutants which could produce dramatic and lasting damage. 

i nteres ts of Mi nnesota ns a nd ather 

Great Lakes area residents in maintaining the 
Interior Department has the 

of their water resources by establish

ing a National Water Qaulity Laboratory in to conduct studies of water quality 

requirements. 

The Fedual Water Pollution Control Administration (fWPCA), which operates the Duluth 
facility, ha, also undertaken a significant research and development effort in E 
Shagowa Lake Eutrophication Conllol Pilat Project. Since Shagawa and other lakes in 
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area have shown signs of over-fertilization and 
growth since the 1930';, we believe that any project that can stem the aging of these 
heovily used waters will set a useful pattern for many bodies of water similarly offlicted. 

Need 	 our Power over Nature 

institutionally, oper
a major crisis such as the aging and 

and we have also been unprepared to cope adequately 

with the many lesser cases of that continue to contaminate our waters. 

we are to slow down, prevent and correct eutrophication, we must analyze and act upon 
the problem in all its dimensions. This must be done in such terms, for example, as: 


The many areas threatened throughout the world, including the Great Lakes 

and many smaller lakes, ponds and streams. 


2. 	 Each stage of the process by which man generates the products which helD to 
cause and speed eutrophic<Jtion--the phosphates, nitrates and municioal 
industrial and agricultural wastes. 

3. 	 The laws, institutions, operational procedures and technalogy which are a 
cause as well as a cure for the problem. 

4. 	 The various reasons for eutrophication--the natural causes, as well as man's 
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inability to foresee and oct upon the problem-- in all its aspects, before it is 
too late. 

5. 	 The will to apply the techniques and technology already available to us, to 
the long process of restoration. 

Our power to injure the environment has exceeded our power to prevent to 
clean up and to restore the ecosystems which we and 

Our remedies have been too little and too late to deal adequately with the causes and 
lution--of eutrophication. 

Causes of 

Let me list same of these causes: 
· uninhibited, natura I processes. 
.rapid papulation growth. 
• increasing urbanization. 

· increasing industrialization and use of technology. 

· the use of technolagy--of phosphates--withaut sufficient thought and action to 


anticipate and the adverse and possible irreversible effects which we may helD to 
create in the of nature. 

·the prodigious and increasing output of wastes--municipal, industrial, and agri 
cultural. 

·the increasing fertilization of our waters by phosphate and nitrate 
in wastes from our cities, farms and industries. 

• the increased use of fertilizers and detergents with high phosphate content. 

Need to Control the Causes--to Prevent as Well as Cure 

Until now, we have not adequately controlled these causes which help to speed the natural 
processes of eutroph ication. 

As a result, changes in our lakes and streams from eutrophication, which would 
have taken thousands of years, may now be achieved in mere decades. 

For our actions have not been and massive enough to pace with the 
to prevent it from arising or worse--to overtake and stay anead of it. 

We have put more effort into cures than into preventing damage to nature in the first 

from any worse, as well as 
to try to cope 

We must learn to preventive environmental medicine--to prevent the patient from 
ill--instead of contil'lually attempting to cure the patient after he has become ill. 
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A moi operatins: agency of the Department of the Interior--the Federal Water Pollution or 
Control Adrninistration--is heading up the notional water pollution contl'ol effort. 

has given uS powerful tools to control water pollution, involving:
h:dcra! 

construction grants progrom to helD remove the backlog of needed
'an 

treatn1(:nl fGcilities. interstate and coastal waters, in'water 'lUGlit)! standards for all of the Notion'> 

eluding a number of our lakes. 
planning for river basin water and waste management • 

. reseorch, development, and demonstration involving advanced waste treatment 
proiects, water purification methods, ioinl treatment systems for municipal and industrial 
waste 

c
" and grants to industry or private persons to seek improved ways to treat industrial 

wastes. are being investigated by the Federal'new methods to dredge material 
Corps of Engineers.Water Pollution Control Administration and 

~.ic Opinion 

wont pollution stopped. There's no doubt obout that. A recent Gallup 
by the National Wi Idl ife Federation, shows that great numbers of Americans are 

concerned about pollution of their environment, and that the concern is shared by city 

people, rural people ..• both young and old. 

Poll showed that holf--51%--of the per,ons interviewed said they were 
con
andcerned" about pallution. Thirty-five percent said they were "somewhat concerned 

only 12 percent said they were "not very concerned." 

An even more surpm .ng number--3 out of 4--said they were wi II ing to spend more tax 
dollars to improve their natural surroundings. And, remember that Poll was taken in a 

year of the income tax surcharge and high inflation. 

But a tight budget because of theMoney is the key to the water pollution 
214 million dollars for construclion

against inflation and Vietnam war has 01 

this year. 


People Iike you are the ones who can dictate what size our national clean water program 

should be and how fast it should go. 

Your local, state and federal governments will respond to pressure from citizens and groups. 
But, that pressure must be well-directed and strong ••• and it must have a certain element 
of anger and urgency to it. Individuals and groups can toughen up the oollution laws ... 

con help enforce them. 

You con blow the whistle on 

You can provide the government with evidence on pollution. 
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Need for Action as Well as Research 

We must oct to prevent, slow down, ond reverse eutropI1.catlOn, using what knowledge, 
skill and wisdom we have now--even at the same time, we attempt to learn more 
and to deepen our knowledae and research. 

We do not understand the process and causes of eutrophication. But, we must 
we now know. 

We need action as well as research since the wi II not wait for knowledge. 

We cannot postpone action unti I a II the facts are in. 

For, we con research the forever. 

Yet, without action to our current knowledge and 
grow--and by the time we "perfect knowledge"--it may be 

It is all very well to to gather more information, to attempt to make our 
more complete. 

But, the need and the time for action is now. 

And, we are not acting--fast enough and massively enough--to attack the causes of 
eutrophication even with knowledae which we have 

in our knowledge should not deter us from using what we know. 

We know the sources and causes industrial! and agricul
turol--and types of chemicals--the 

We know, for example, the source of over-enrichment of Lake Erie. 


We know that phosphorous is one of the major nutrients which helps to stimulate the 

of algae in Lake Erie, that about 80'X, of the phosphorous discharge comes from municipal 

wasles and Ihat about 66% of the phosphorous in these wastes comes from detergents. 


We may not know all the incremental effects of dredging disposal into the lakes, but we 

do know that as major sources of including nutrients, are eliminated, minor 

sources become very important. 


In short, we know enough about the causes to start to work on prevention and cures. 


Actions 


We have to oct in many areas--Iegal, institutional and technical. 
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And, you can put the pressure an polluters to stop. 

We need opinion that is organized, and vaca I--and iust furious. 

That\ how we're going to get the done •.. that's how we're going to get "clean water" 
for everyone. 

Citizen Action for Clean Wate~ 

The citizen and the public can help to implement principles and policies for clean water, 
to cope with each source and type of pollution and to help at each stage in the process of 
protecting and improving our Nation's waters and watelsheds. 

As members of communities and organizations, the citizen is able to influence the attitudes 
and policies of industry, the press, a nd the local, state and federal governrnenls--to act 
10 protect and promote higher wuler quality--to provide the necessary plans, institutions, 
laws, actions and funds to implement and enforce high water quality. 

The individual citizen can: first, inform himself and others about local water pollution 
needs and goals; second, organize for action; and, third, produce action for 

local, state and federal governments. 

For instance, the individual--as a citizen and as a member of an arganization--can: 
1. 	 Learn the process by which decisions on water quality are made und carried 

out--from the setting of standards for water us;., throuah to the 
monitoring and enforcement. 

2. 	 Learn about the standards, the plan of implementation and enforcement for 
the strp.ams in his state. 

3. 	 Learn about the actions to and enforce these standards and make 
to the schedule for 

4. 	 Keep in touch with the state agencies involved in pollution control. 
5. 	 Join his efforts with those of others seeking high woter quality--with othN 

conservation orgonizutions and with people interestp.d in clean water for public 
water supply. 

6. 	 Act to restore areas, which, at one time, were of high water quality and prime 
fishing areas. 

7. 	 Speak, organize, and ael for water qual 
• for state grant participation programs; 

. for strong state pollution control agency action; 

·for state allocation of construction grant money to the real pollut ion centers 


centers--not small towns) 
Speak up at federal-state water quality standards hearings and enforcement 
conferences. 
Speak up if implementation plans are being ignored. 
Speak, organize, and act in his community, in his civic and professional 
organization, in his company and industry, to support the research, planning, 
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institutions, laws, and "programs needed to protect and promote
water qual 

Conclusion -----. 

In let me say this. 

Neither the federal, state or local government can do the 
of preventing and cleaningup pollution all by itself. 

What is needed is a cooperative effort, enlisting the energies and skills of all levels end 
sectors of society. 

We are in the process of creating and implementing this cooperative effort and this 
symposium is helping by bringing together citLcens and officials concerned about environ"" 
mental quality--about what has happened and is happening to the lakes here in Minnesota. 

With continued concern, cooperation, effort and persistance, we will, I feel, be able to 
arrest and roll back the downward trend in the quality of our environment and once again 
to experience clean air, unpolluted water, and unlittered land. 

Thank you. 
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THE TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE AND NEEDED TO CONTROL EUTROPHICATION 

Dr. A. F. Bartsch 

Federal Water Pollution Control Agency 


Corvallis, Oregon 


am pleased to see that there are this many people with a profound interest in the 
eutrophication problem who are willing to do something about it. I am at a disadvan
tage here and I feel somewhat humble and perhaps a little ill at ease following the 
very stirring message that has come to you from your Governor. It is a revelation to 
me to see a man in this excellent and beautiful state, havethe awareness he has of 
the nature of the problem and the need that we be about the job of preventing and 

remedying it. 

In the one hour, more or less, that has been allotted to me, and I am going to try to cut 
my time to less than that, I think perhaps the most notable fact that I want to leave 
with you is that there is no single remedy or preventive technology for the eutrophica
tion process; there is no simple magic pill that you can buy in the drugstore and put 
into a lake, and zip, all of your problems are gone. There are three reasons 

this is so and I wont to enumerate them for you. 

The first is that every lake, every reservoir and evelY river, every coastal area that 

may be susceptible to the ravages of eutrophication has a functional and physical per

sonality all its own. Or, to say it more easily and closer to home, ,.,,, two lakes are 


alike. 

The second reason is because of tl\o things that people do: people influence the eu

trophication process by accelerating it and the way in which they do this varies with 

different circumstances. For example! one of the principal things that people do is 

to modify the way in w~ich nutrients that make plants grow are added to lakes. As 

we go on, we will talk about some of these in a little detail. People also have got

ten into the habit of impounding every free flowing river there is in the country, and 

I will simply soy in passing that if you change the physical habitat from a free flowing 
stream to a quiescent impoundment, at the same time it creates a potential environment 
more conducive to the production of plant growth that we find objectionable in lakes. 
People have also drained the lands and in doing so have passed the drainages into sur
face waters. Should the use of the land continue to do so, "specially if such drained 
iands arc used for agriculture, it is then necessary to pump drainages back into the lakes. 
We could cite a number of examples in the United States where this is the case at the 
present time. People have a habit of changing watersheds by cutting down the tim
ber and fostering erosion and finally, as if this were not enough, we find that people 
also sometimes want to bring strange new plants into a country from foreign places. 
I cite only water hyacinth, which is a ravage in the southeastern United States, as 
on example. If you are interested in how it got there, catch me later on and we can 

tal k about it. 

magazines and there are people who advertise
I read some of the hunting and 

and for a price, you can buv various kinds of rooted 
there, and if you write to 
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water weeds, and you can plant them in your own lake if you wish with the objective 
of improving the waterfowl habitat. If you are going to do it, think about it thorough
ly first. 

The third reason why you have no magic pill is because of the physical surroundings 
of a lake. We find that these physical surroundings may permit the application of one 
remedial approach, they may prohibit some others, and I think the meaning of this 
will become clear as I go 

But out of th is we come to the concl usion, 
an arsenal of weapons to use in fighting eutrophication. In some cases you may get 
by applying only one remedy and in that case the problem facing you is to make the 
proper selection of the best one. In other cases you may have to combine a number 
of remedies and then the job is to judiciously pick the ones most likely to be successful. 

If we look back in history we find that with very few exceptions the efforts of the past 
have been aimed at treating the symptoms and I am sure that many of you are familiar 
with blue stone, or copper sulphate, which has been used over the years to momentar

control the obnoxious growths of algae. If you are interested in history, you can 
go back to 1903 when this practice came into being in the United States, or you may 
recall the use of sodium arsenite for the control of rooted aquatic weeds. There is 
no real excu"e any more for the use of something as toxic as arsenic or perhaps even 
as toxic as copper for these kinds of purposes. 

As I go on from here I wont to point out to you that we are now pursuing what we might 
think of as the "new look" in this business. We are emphasising the couse of the pro
blem and not merely the symptoms. We are not looking only at the effects and when 
we do this, and look at all the possibilities: the potential controls that come to 
the weapons of the arsenal which I mentioned a moment ago, then we soon discover 
that they lie in four classes of things that people can think of to do. The remainder 
of my remarks will be concerned with telling you about these four classes of things: 
the technoloGY available and needed to control eutrophication. 

If we look at the first one, and we give names to these major areas, we call it ecolo
gical control: it means doing those things that we can think of to do to modify the 
environment so that it cannot grow as much plant material as it otherwise would. 
And if you are a jump ahead of me and are thinking about this, then it will be obvious 
to you that there are a number of ways in which the environment can be changed. 

Ecological control is the direction of choice--the first thing you want to think about 
when you are concerned with this problem. And this is because ecological control 
gets at the couse of the problem. It is also likely to be long lasting and it preserves 

values in lakes that might otherwise be destroyed by some of the other approaches 
to be cons idered. 

The main effort, therefore, on the national scale is confined to ecological control. 
One of the principal things to look at in connection with it is limiting the availabil 

of nutrients, and this word was mentioned yesterday and lost night--the life flow 
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of the Ileeded chemicols to support the production of plonts. This is impOI"tant because 
of the size of the crop; omount of algae, the omount of IAOter weeds is determined 

Clvailability of such nutrients. Now this ;s not a statement; the far
mer ho, known this for centuries and through meons of monure, the honey bucket in 
the Orient, 01" Dow Commercial Synthetic fertilizers, he accommodates to this 
lem. From 0 scientific point of view, there wos 0 man named who told us 130 
yeors 090 tlmt if we ore not coreful obout the nutrients th(lt get into I(lkes We ell go-
in9 to hove these kinds of 

If you re(ld the literature in this business, you find th(lt most of the atkntion has been 
directed to two chernic(ll elernents--nilJogen (lnd This is os 
with the former, we also find thot in lokes oftentimes size of the crop is determined 
by how much nitrogen there is or Ilow much th",e is. And tl,;s is the 
re(ll focus when it comes to reaulatina the ovai of nutrients. 

W'hen we consider these nutrients, ihen CJg(lin there are 0 number of 
i,l this (lre(l th(lt We con thillk CJb(lut CJnd We get down the octuol o(\ntrols, reme

diul processes thot I know you wont to hear about, 

We can think (I[-"ul the in which we con nutrients out of lakes and when 
do thot one of the first Wc think (lbout is the oriDin of these nutrients in the 

form of sew(lge from cities. If you wonder how much this is, then iust .emember thot 
on (Ill annual b(lsis wi,en the lust estim(ltes were made, the city sewers of this n(ltion 

into the surfoce waters some 260 mil I ion pounds of You 
this is not very much phosphorus, until you rec(lli thot all it tokes in CJ lake to 

to trigger off these kinds or problems is of (In ounce 
mixed in (In (lcre of woter one foot deep. If will visu(llize this, you will 
conclude th(lt we better be concerned about 260 million pounds disposed of to the 
surf(lce w(lters. 

One of the ways in which we c(ln get at this problem is to see th(lt sewage does not 
go into and this h(ls been done, as you know, in (I number of in the United 
St(ltes. I cite, for exomple, the lake ot Madison, Wisconsin, in which such a diver
,ion of sewoge wos made (lbout 10 or 12 years (190. Also, more recently, L(lke 
in Se(lttle hm had sewoge removed from it, (lnd in both there h(lve been substantiol 
improvements aver the years. 

In Europe, (lIsa, this (lppems to be 0 of choice in a number of especial 
Iy in Germ(lny and in Switzerlond, in which this kind of diversion is now referred 
to the "ring can(ll" an interceptor thot goes oround the I(lke picking up the sew(lge 
from all of the households and perh(lps sometime in the not too di stant future this is 

that you people who live on the lakes will have to come to grips with. 

If we go to the next possibility, then we c(ln consider treoting sewage if g(lther 

it at a treatment point to remove the phosphorus it cont(lins. And here 
has been an phosphorus, ond there are (I number of re(lsons for this and I will not take 
the time to go into them unless there are questions. But we do, at the present time, 
have a technoloov which is (lcceptable for the remov(ll of phosphorus from municipal 
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sewage. As you know, pursuing this kind of remedy, we hCJve programs at the present 
time to treat essentially all of tile scwage gains] into L(lke Michigc1!l, L(li<c fCJr 
the prupose of removing 80 per cent of the input by the yeCli 1972. There 
(liso are cOl1sider(ltions (It the present time simil(lr progronrs on L(lke 

o ntari 0 (lnd the Upper St" Lowrence River. CJrYI sure tlwt it is 0 molter of time 
before this kind of I will be into In mony places in the United 
States. So ill summary, we can say th(lt there we kllow how to remove 

from sewage, you almost have your choice of On anay of woys to do 

ieh We need I1l'W that if someolle soys to us, 
if we remove will the loke i mpl ave" who t 
will be the total extent of the improvement, how will living orfJanisns i,l the I(lke 

a period of time -- (lfld we can soy the pI of this CJre 
tllis we connot m(lke (lny predictions. And because of we have 

(this hos been cited emlier in this se s5ion) 0 coopetotive 
(limed ot two -- demol15troting in detoil how (} lake recovers, and 
extent to which it C(lnnot grow olg(le so well, os a result of strippinS) the 

out of the sewoge. This gives us (} basis On which we can develop a predictive cap
ability. We have reoched the stoge in the program at Ely in whietl we ore OW(lre thot 
removing the is benefici(ll in this context. We ore hopeful tllot we can find 
(I w(ly in on that site, we can go to (I full scale demonstration. We Ilope to 
eventuolly be able to treat (III of the s.cwage from the city of Ely to remove the 

(lnd to use 5hogo Loke os a full demonstrotion pilot plant. And if We con do 
then we ore 90in9 to make the best prediction we con, based on whot we now 


know of what ought to happen, and if we ore .ight, we will be very happy. If we 


ore not then We wilt hove to find out how We improve this predictive cCJpobi'
ity. 

Well, so for I h(lVl' tolked obout ways in which we can keep nutrients out of lakes, ond 
this is paramount. I have emphosized, so for, the main source of input, which is sew
(lge. But before le(lving this aspect I must point out to you thot we (Ire (lIsa concerned 
obout some other sources -- the diffused runoff from ogricultur(ll land, ond from the 
farm and from the barnyord, and from the feedlot. They ore concerned about the pure 
rain, which is not rain (It 011 beC(luse it contains phosphorus and nitrogen and some 
of the other elements th(lt st imul(lte the production of water plants. We (Ire oIso con
cerned about the storm W(lter flow tllot comes from cities, and 011 of them t(lke on a 
new hue (lnd import(lnce percent(lge-wise once we t(lke the first remedi(ll step in treCJt
ment of the sewage. 

Let's go on now to wh(lt we con do with (I loke contoining too much nutrient. And there 

ies th(lt come to mind. One of these is to find some other woter 
some ploce, which is low in nutrients, like the w(lter you put in the b(lttery of 
outomobile, for eX(lmple, (lnd use it to dilute the nutrients olreody present. 
this sounds for fetched, there (Ire some exornples where it has been done. One of them 
on a small scale is Green L(lke in the park system of the city of Seattle, where woter 
from the Cedar River was diverted into Green Loke to dilute the nitrogen and the 

and flush some of it out, and this hos been benefici(ll. There has been a sm(ll 
scale demonstr(ltion of this technology in Moses Lake in the stote of Washington and 
it h(ls been beneficial. The onlv h""hIA is thot when you r(lck your brain ond (15k 
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yourself how many places in the United Staes there are where we can find water of 
such goad qual ity that it can be put to this use, you will find that we have demonstrated 
the main point about all of these remedies: what works one place does not necessarily 
work in another. 

I should point out to you that in the construction of new impoundments by various agen
cies there is consideration being given now to the prospect of storing water elsewhere 
in order to use it as a diluent for nutrients that accumulate and cause eutrophication 
problems in impoundments. If you think only the lakes of Minnesota are involved, 
we could recite many impoundments that are already in the throes of eutrophication, 
which is making the water less than useful. 

We II, we can go to the next step and that is to consider removing the nutri ents that 
are already present in the lakes. And so to do this, we have to ask ourselves where 
are they. When we begin to answer it ourselves, then we can point out first steps that 
much of it is dissc 'ved in the water and so it would be n ice if we hod a process, a 
chemical process, by which we could reach in and get nitrogen and phosphorus and 
iron and other elements out of the water. At the present time there is no attractive 
technology to do this. We know the physical-chemical processes that would have to 
be considered and it is obviously out of hand at this stage in any economical fashion 
in this country. 

We must say, to move forward with this kind of prospect requires some future 
breakthrough in science. 

The second thing we can do is to think about making the nutrients present unavailable 
and there are some prospects for this. One of them, and we are working on this in 
our laboratory at Corvallis, Oregon, is to treat the water with alum and certain other 
chemicals we find some like zirconium and the rGre-earths which are effective in order 
to tic up the phosphorus in the water and carry it to the bottom sediments and, hope
fully, keep it there. We arc beginning to find some promising results which lead us 
to anticipate going into the field next summer and treating some lakes in this fashion. 
This idea is not new. In the vicinity of Stockholm, Sweden, a lake was treated with 
aspecial pellitized alum a little over a year ago just as the ice went off the water and, 
10 and behold, this bad action lake had no obnoxious blooms of algae for all of last 
!:Towing season. A month ago, I talked with one of the men involved in that project 
and, beyond their expectations, these results have carr ied over into the current summer. 
We are now searching for some lakes that are susceptible and suitable for demonstration, 
and we are going to try ourselves to understand better how you can put the phosphorus 
down, get it out of the water and out of reach of the plants. 

n t he third place we find phosphorus is in the organisms themselves, and so you 
can say among the organisms are algae. Let's harvest the algae and get the nutrients 
out of the lake. I will dismiss this by simply saying at the present time we have no 
practical technology for removing algae from the water. We are supporting research 
to develop what we hope will be practical methods to do this, but it is obvious that 
this will be costly and so at the same time we are supporting some additional research 
to detennine if there can be any values in I~e bodies of the (,;aae removed that will 
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partially offset the cost of removal. But when you come to water weeds, we have a 
tolally different story and this is the nub of what the Lake Sallie project is about. 
At the present time there is equipment (and I expect that most of you have seen it) 
which does an effecti ve job of harvesting water weeds. And the objective of the work 
in Lake Sallie is to determine if it is possible by harvesting the water weeds to take 
out nitrogen and phosphorus and iron and all these other elements that make up i'he 
thin soup we call the nutrient medium at a rate faster than the tributaries arc bringing 
these nutrients in. And the situation in Lake Sallie leads us to be optimistic and as 
you know, I think, this has been explained to the local community, we are in the 
stage now of collecting the background or the baseline information of what things are 
like in Lake Sallie so that once the weeds are harvested we have a basis to check 
back against in order to know if We are getting ahead of the inflow, and as I soy we 
are optimistic but again, harvesting water weeds is a remedy thot can only be used 

in shallow lakes. So again we verify the point that you have to have an arsenal of 

remedial processes. 


Well, you are all aware that fish also contain nutrients and so in connection with 
Lake Sallie we hope to have a finger on the pulse of how fast fish are being removed 
by the fishermen, by the rough fish removal programs so that when we tally up the total 
sheet of the nutrient budget, as we call it, we will have some assessment af how much 
has come out in the form of fish, how much in the form of weeds, how much has flow
ed out throuah the tributaries, etc. 

We also know that the nutrients end up in the bottom sediment and we hear a clamor 
and we heard some reference this morning by your Governor to dredging bodies of water, 
presumably with the objective of improving them so for as euthrophication is concerned. 
We shudder sometimes when we hear this because we feel, and I personally feel, that 
present knowledge is woefully inadequate about what happens when you dredge. We 
don't know how for you have to dredge to produce good results and we are carrying 
out studies that relate to how much nutrient there is in sediments, the mechanisms 
by which this nutrient can recycle into the water, into the living organisms when they 
die bock into the sediment, and we find some exce.}dingly perplexing things that have 
not even been reported so far in the literature. But we think that with the clamor 
to dredge, we cannot wait to learn everything about these sediments and we are search
ing for some lakes we think will qualify as good demonstration sites so that some dredg
ing can be don e under scientific conditions to add to this store of needed knowledge. 
I would say, in summary, that at the present time we know practically noth 1ng about 
dredging, except that if you dredge you make the water deeper and you remove some 
sediments and put them some other place. 

In relation to this, we are exploring also to understand how nutrients recycle because 
We can never hope to interfer with this recycling unless we understond it and we are 
sure at this moment thot it is an exceedingly complex mechanism which involves or
ganisms, bacteria, chemistry and physical processes, ond again we are optimistic that 
Once we understand it better, we may find some economical scheme by which we can 
interfer with it or slow it down. 

And then, final within the area of ecological control, which is another area we 
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know almost nothing about except that it is in practice, is observation that some
times, ifit is possible to a lake stirred up so that it doesn't become less 
tive alld then to confound us in connection with it find that there are other places 
where the opposite is true. If you break up this so-called strotification, the lake grows 
more plant material than before. 

In the face of this ignorrmce, we find that in Germany it is becoming common practice 
now to stir up water supply reservoirs. The some is true in Englond where water is pump
ed out of Thames River and stored in reservoirs which ore stirred up, and in 
Netherlands where they are building a number of reservoirs at present time and de-

capability to pump air for the purpose of stirring water. 
in Corvallis, we are exploring on a pilot scale really hop-

pens, not only to the rate at which plants grow, but to the chemistry and to the 
cal characteristics of the water as a result of stirring up one half of the lake ond not the 
other. 

So I come next to the second major area und the remaining and the two 
that follow it are exceedilwlv brief. 

You recall I said that the is on ecological there is little on 
the other. 

lhe second we call biological control: by this term we simply mean using organisms, 
iving things in some advantageous fashion to lakes from becoming 

You know that if we have the right kind; of onimals doing the kinds of 
feeding on algae and feeding on woter weeds we would not be sitting here--we 

perhaps, be out fishinq on 0 beoutiful day like this. 

So, within this areo of biological control, we are lust begrnnrng some 
whether or not you can put and train combinations of animals living in 
to do a more effective job of eating up the crop, and obviously this is attractive because 
if we can't harvest because ore so small they have some other nosty charac
teristics too. Maybe we can harvest water fleas, or if we go whole hog eventually moy
be we can harvest fish ond the total size of the crop that you get is smoller than the to
tal poundaqe of the algoe, ond so it is more manoqeable to handle. 

Because We are woefully ignorant in this area, we are scheduling a workshop in Novem
ber some ploce in Florido to new ideos and some new directions we hope will 
yield beneficial results. But within this areo of biological control is the prospect that 
we can train organisms to be parasites ond disease, and I know the scientists 
in this assemblage are aware that there are certain kinds of water moles somewhat like 
the pussy cat and they have no virulence and they are sort of timid and they do not 
do 0 job and the scientific question is, is it possible to troin these organisms to be 
aggressive and attack these plants. My feeling, intuitively, is that the pros
pects are not favorable. Bu;- I think we owe it to this nation to take a look to see what 
can be done. 

More intriguing, perhaps, is the fact thot there ore now in three viruses which 
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are known to attack blue-green the kind thot cause the most obnoxious blooms 
in water. But again, it turns out that we ore thwarted and this hoppens frecluently be
couse among the three, the one wllich is vicious and virulent will only ottack 
that never cause a problem Alld the one that wi II ottock microcysts, if you know tllis 
term, one of the obnoxious blue-green algae, is olso a weak sistel-, the same killd of 
pussy cat, and it doesl1't do a very good job. 

The tosk ahead is to if it is possible scienrific technology to train the virus 
to be more aggressive. Biologists hove some ways to do this and they ore setting about 
trying to do it. In the meantime, we are supporting a controd ot Uni 
to determine on a pilot scole whether a virus can really attack algae effcc

enough to encourage reall y goi ng whole I,og forword wi til the search in th is area. 
scientists hove intuitive feelings, too, and my intuitive feeling todoy is that 


the outlook is not promising. I might point out to you that ti,e whole: objective is nat 

promising either, from another point of view, ond that is that if you can only use a 


to destroy the crop when it is 01 ready then one: of the things you ore do
ing is to accelerate recycling of the nitrogen and the out of the bodies 

of this crop of plants inlo a one that be pwctically as bod as the one 

destroyed in the first place. 

And then there is 0 third area of biological control, and this is to usc some terrestial 

animals to ottack certain kinds of woter weeds. A corps of engineers have be-en carry

i ng out a program in the southeostern part of the country to attac k woter hyac i nth and 

they hove discovered 0 beetle, imported from Argentina, which is an effective 


of attocking some of these plants. There is 0 moth, also, thot is cloing an effective 
of attacking olligotor weed, which is another one of the obnoxious weeds in the 

I go to the third major area which is chemicol control. And I have to point out to you 
that the dreary that we have had in this country has proven beyond 0 shodow 
of 0 doubt thot it COflflot be, the wny it is now practiced, onything more thon a palla
tive which merely treats the symptoms like taking ospirin for a headache, when you 
to be going to see the doctor because there is some deep seated problem which is ag
grovoting it in the first . 

So far os algae are concerned, we are supporting through contract, a piece of research 
with one of the mojor chemicol companies in the country because have synthesized 
some 80,000 chemicals obc0t which they know something of control capabilities on 
All of this information is stored on computer tope and they ore going to challenge the 
computer and pullout the 15 most-likely -to-succeed and do some detailed testing. 
If, out of the something shows up that is promising, we will join them in some field 
tests. The objective is to curtoil the growth and not woit until the crop is voluminous 
and has to be killed ond has all of these other problems. In the orea of herbicides to 
control water this, I think, is fairly well under control. We are not spending 
ony of Uncle Sam '5 money to some new ones. 
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And let me go then to the fourth major area of consideration which is mechanicl control. 
You con think of this as the manicuring of the water and this is what you are practicing 
at Lake Mellisa at the present time in harvesting water weeds, cutting water weeds pri
marily to make the water more attractive and more useful. If we think about doing the 
same kind of thing for algae it is impractical, as I have already pointed out, in the con
test of getting them out to get the nutrients out. But there is a new development that 
is now being looked at and this work is being done by the Army Corps of Engineers, it 
is a look at whether laser beams, which are romantic and intriguing at the moment, 
can have any place in controlling water weeds, not only at the surface but at any depth 
in the water. So I expect before too much time passes we will know something about 
the appl ications of laser to this aspect of the problem. 

I think I have told you, then, in summary about the major areas in which we know some
thing and the areas in which we know nothing or at least too little. This is the spread 
and the spectrum in which the research activities are going on, not only in this coun
try but pieces of it in other countries of the world, especially in Europe. And let me 
summarize in a moment or two. First, I want to repeat, there is no single remedy, we 
have to have an array of possibilities if we are going to be successful; second is that 
these possibilities fall into these four classes: ecological control, biological control, 
chemical control, and mechanical control. If any of you have an active imagination 
and you come up with some others, please tell me before we break up today because 
one of the things we need most in this business is some refreshingly new ideas growing 
out of scientific or other kinds of imagination so we can point in some new directions. 
This nation needs it. And then, third, ecological control in the various aspects that 
I have talked about are the remedies and the preventive devices of choice and I will 
not repeat again why this is so, but take my word for it, this is the direction to go, and 
then finally, research and development. It is now underwcy and falls within these areas 

that I have just mentioned. 

Secretary Klein said last night and I want to repeat it, that we cannot wait until know
ledge is perfect. Obviously there are some things that I have pointed out that we can 
do now, which fall within the area of ecological control and while we may not have 
Dollar Numler One best efficiency, we had better be about them because time is vital 

and the lakes we have are precious. 
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THE LEGISLATIVE INTEREST IN OUR LAKES 

Senator Gordon Rosenmeier 
Little Falls 

Let me say first what I am sure I don't need to say; that I consider myself privileged to 
take part in this seminar. The matter of water, which includes lakes, of course, has 
been close to my legislative heart for a number of years. 

Secondly, I am happy to see so many of the same interest here who are willing to take 
their time to think about problems related to water and to try for solutions. 

The topic aisigned to me -- "The Legislature and Minnesota Lakes" -- is terse but hardly 
suggestive of its own limitations. I a;sume that something more is expected than my 
general assurance that the legislature is interested in lakes; and on the other hand I am 
sure that time and place do not yield to anything in great detail. 

Though generalizations are dangerous, I will make some. But first it is appropriate to 
point out that the legislative p:llicy of the state on water is not a single concept but 
rather is divisible in the sense that it is a cluster of policies affecting water: drainage 
and wetlands, industrial and recreational use of water, and conservation of waterquality 
and of water quantity, to cite some of seemingly opposite policies as exallples of the 
policies which make up the cluster presently. As time goes on we are finding that things 
of similar significance in our environment, like contamination of air, accumulation of 
solid wastes, uneconomic land use, and flooded plains in times of high water, also call 
for legislative concern. The policy determinations in these fields tend to cluster about 
water policy so that in time the latter will be a part of a larger policy of governing use 
and regulation of environment. 

I shall make three generalizations and then I shall try to demonstrate their validity. In 
doing so it is not my purpose to extol legislative virtue Or farsightedness, and on the other 
hand I am not here to depreciate those qualities either. I simply think that the general
ization may be useful in your consideration of problems related to water and to know 
that there has been evolving steadily over the years a pattern of legislative interest. 

Iv'.y first generalization is that the legislature's interest in water purity, and water quantity, 
and appropriation of water generally, ha; preceded and has been more acute than the in
terest of the general public. Such legislative awareness is due not to any great perspi
cacity on the part of those you have elected to office, but rather to the fact that a legis
lature by its nature as an institution is a funnel through which piecemeal information 
pours and becomes concentrated into something palpable and worthy of consideration. 

The second generalization is that progress in this state in the matter of water regulation, 
which to be sure has still a long ways to go, has not been an administrative program. On 
the contrary, it has been inspired and put together largely against the opposition of the 
administrative side of government. Indeed, it has been much more difficult to pull along 
government, government agencies, and local associations if you will, tha~ it has been to 
convince the members of the legislature of the need to do something. 
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Thirdly, whatever there is still to be done, Minnesota's record in water conservation with 
all of its inadequacies stands very high in the nation. There are some of you here who are 
far more learned in the field than I aTl who probably are mentally testing this statement. 
It is one that I shall not try to document, but as I travel from place to place in the nation, 
going from one meeting to another, I have found nothing but praise for progress here aod a 
desire to emulate. 

In appraising what has been done legislatively it is convenient to divide the history of 
water legislation in this state into three phases. The first is the period before 1940. The 
second is the period of the 40's and 50's and the third is the 60's, in which we now are. 
Before 1940 the state's interest in water emphasized local control and was largely focused 
on the quantitative use of water. DaTlming the streams for power, the use of rivers for 
booms, transporation of logs, and the protection of lake shores reflected the relative 
economic simplicity of the time, and the kind of life we in Minnesota had, and the abun
dance of our resources. Our effort was to drain water, for example, and not to conserve 
it; in politics and business the effort was to move resources into the economic stream. 

A look at Minnesota Statutes 1941 makes it easy to understand the breadth of water law in 
that year. Chapter 105 defined the functions of what we now call the division of soils, 
waters and minerals. Chapters 106 to 109 inclusive were drainage acts. Chapter 110 in 
the main was a delegation to local authority of responsibility for water levels and dams. 
Chapter 111 permitted the creation of conservancy districts. Chapter 112 had to do with 
drainage and flood control. Chapter 113 with irrigation. Chapter 114, a 1939 enactment, 
created the South Dakota-Minnesota Boundary Water Commission. This was the scope of 
water legislation as late as 1941. It reflected the preoccupation of our people with the 
development of resources by exploitation. An exception was the conservancy district act 
passed in 1919 which was anomalous in its notably modern tone and approach. The 1939 
act creating the boundary water commission can be said to mark the beginning of the new 
interest manifested in the 1940's. 

This r,ew interest probably was accelerated by the magnitude of World War II's demands on 
our natural resources, but it was the inevitable result of a coming age of our social and 
economic culture and the growing evidence around us of the consequent deterioration in 
our environment. In 1945 we saw enactment of the state Water Pollution Control Act (I 
say "we" and, if I may be permitted a personal reference, this concedes that I sat in the 
legislature through the enactment of all the statutes in this period). 

The Water Pollution Control Act must have been very early in the history of such acts in 
the United States. Though it remains largely as it was first written, it has serious defects 
which only lately were corrected. The most serious of these was the ex-officio character 
of the commission as first constituted. Ex-officio commissions rarely d·::> a good job. There 
is a tendency on the part of a department head to concentrate his activity on the needs of 
his department and to turn over extracurricular responsibility to someone else who in more 
cases than not has no incentive to change status quo. Another defect was its dependence 
on the Department of Health which resulted in an accent on the health aspects of water 
pollution at the expense of the broader regulatory responsibility which it should have been 
recognizing. Remedial action was taken by the legislature to correct both deficiences in 
1967. 
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(It is interesting to note that in the first year of the existence of the Water Pollution Con
trol Commission the appropriation was S150,OOO for the biennium, but S65,OOO of that came 
out of game and fish funds, another bit of evidence of immature approClch to a big problem.) 

The second event of the 40's was a complete rewriting of the drainage laws as a result of the 
work of a legislative interim committee set up for the J.._rpose. Here, I think for the first 
time, public health as a controlling factor was brought into the business of regulating 
water. It was done by enlarging the definition of public welfare to include public health. 
Today health seems a self-evident aspect of welfare, but it showed a significant expansion 
of understanding then. 

The third legislative event of the 40's was a rewriting of the basic law of the division of 
waters, but the division remained largely concerned with the quantitive side of water con
servation, as it is today. 

From 1947 to 1953 there were continuing complaints and glowing evidence of the need fOI 
assumption of responsibility at the state level, and an increased activity there instead of 
at the local level of government. There wel"e many facets of this. One of the more urgent 
was, of course, the really acute sewage disposal problem in the metropolitan area. In 
1953 the legislature, aware of a developing c'isis, created the Legislative Interim Com
mission on Water Conservation, DI"ainage and Flood Control. The commission reported in 
1955. With something like prescience the report laid down, I think, the beginn:'lg of our 
modern idea of water policy. I was privileged to serve on that commission, as was Senator 
Sinclair who is still in the legislature; C-ongressman Oden Langen was on it too, and Mr. 
Marzitelli, who was then Commissioner of Public Works in St. Paul; and others. Initially 
the commission had little understanding of the dimensions of the problem that it was to 
study and, poorly staffed, it started almost blindly. But as evidence began to pile up under
standing came and the course it should follow became more clear even though it was 
startlingly innovati ve. 

As li-"~t said, some of the things the commission reported to the legislature had the ring 
of today. For exaTlple, the off-repeated statement that Minnesota's water policy is 
handled by too many agencies was in the beginning of the report, which listed some 13 
or 14 of the agencies and concluded that, "there is at present no adequate state authority 
to coordinate the governmental effort in the matters of water, and no clear cut policy 
dealing with these problems at any level." It emphasized the lack of general state policy, 
it insisted that the state's water policy should be created at the state level, urged flood 
control and zoning, and pointed to the water shed as the management area of waters. There 
were some strong comments which deserve repeating: 

"RespClnsibility for supervision, direction and study at the state 
level must be made clear and specific. Absence of basic data 
and planning [a word which is now common-place} at this time 
can be attributed mainly to diffuse, ill-defined authority; what 
little has been done except in the field of drainage, which has 
been unfortunately insulated from considerations of resource 
conservation, has been unmethodi cal. Administrative obliga
tion has been assumed from legislative statement of general pur
pose on the one hand, and specific task on the other. Policy 
is unwritten. Decision is made on each application without 
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reference to standards or precedent and achieves legal en

forceability only through vague presumption of administra

tive reasonableness which may be unfounded in fact." 


Out of this study come three significant lows. One of these created the water resource 
board. The second was the watershed act. The third was a policy definition of public 
water. 

The commission saw that even then the law as it existed was not a single water 
many policies, all of equal stature and enforceability but in fact inconsistent as 
to a given situation. There was, for example, the statutory policy relating to drainage 
matched a policy for the acquisition and saving of wetlands, a policy which r",lated 
to the use of rivers for the discharge of industrial wastes and policies 
waters. Wherever one turned there was inconsistency born of necessity. And there was 
no agency which could soy what policy of the state was to be applied of several 
the terms of the statute could be appfied--whether for instance the policy for drarnage or 
for wetlands acquisition. There was no place where a citizen or on agency might go to 
determine which one of equal statutes of equal applicability and force should prevail. 
Furthermore, there was the tradition that one state department should not oppose another 
and the tradition -- which was probably more an apprehension than a tradition -- that the 

citizen had no place in policy decision except as an aggrieved adversary party in 
a suit to prevent implementation of the decision. 

The Water Resource aoard was an invention to correct this crippling lack of coordinating 
authority. It wos to be a board of citizens qualified in the field of water regulation but 
without responsibility to any state deportment. Its job would be to define a state 
out of inconsistent policies which might apply to a given problem. It was to have the 
power to initiate a water shed district. But the ideo was novel and experimental and the 
commission was not confident enough of its iudgment to recommend that the board in its 
beginning have power of authority to oct otherwise than to recommend after hearing. So 
it was given the function of a referee to which could be referred the question of what 
should be the state policy, with a responsibility for making recommendations to the agency 
with jurisdiction in the dispute out of which the question arose whatever it was. It was 
explicitly written in the act that it would be proper for one agency to oppose another, as 
for example the division of waters opposing the division of forestry. The fish and wildlife 
servi ce and other agencies of the federal government were mode proper parties before the 

and courts could use its expertness; it was provided that private groups, morhmpn' 

groups, and so on, with a real interest could petition for a reference of a 
board and appear before it to ask for recommendations and to give evidence. The ideo was 
on exciting one and the commission, and indeed the legislature, had great for it. 
Up to now it has been rother a disappointment: I say "up to now" advisedly because the 
composition of the Water Resource Boord today is such as to give us reason to hope that 
our original dream will come true, that we will have an agency with the force and prestige, 
and the sense of responsibility, and the stoff and the subsidy, that a big job requires. 

The Minnesota Watershed oct is still the center of our water management policy. It has 
been strengthened, tinkered with, and it is still a basically sound policy, but it is time, 
I think, to study it again, reassess it, perhaps rewrite it to remove some of its redundant 
features, and generally bring it into phase with our present knowledge. 
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In the some year of 1955, notable in terms of water policy, the legislature adopted a 
statement which hod as its purpose making all the water in the state public water as dis
tinguished from private water. We were moved to do it by a disturbing decision of the 
Supreme Court of Minnesota in State by Burnquist v Bollenbach which on its face had the 
effect of retreating 50 years in water poliCY-upon a hOTdfng that the public or private 
character of water should be determined by the ownership of the underlying bed. This 
meant that public effort to control water os water could be curtailed to the extent that 
the water affected was private property. looking back, it doesn't seem possible that 
such a regressive decision, if it was that, was only 14 years ago. At any rate at com
mission instance the statutory policy was re-defined to say that all water in the state 
which has any general beneficial use, surface or underground, is public, and its owner
ship is not to be determined by the ownership of the land under, over, or around it. 

These three laws were passed in the same legislative session. Together they may be said 
to be the cornerstone of our present water policy structure. And yet thei,· enactment was 
in no sense a reflection of public demand; rather it was reffective legi>lative insight; it 
come about without the assistance of an executive department, or indeed without executive 
approval, and without urging from private conservation groups; the bills became law in 
spite of the lack of interest on the part of those who should have been concerned, and 

would be. 

After 1955 evidence of trouble continued to mount, especially in the metropolitan area, 
aggravated by the lock of aggressiveness and resolution on the part of the Water Pollution 
Control Commission. In the ensuing years there was to be some attempt to amend the ex
isting law but the almost horrifying picture of pollution through inadequate sewage dis-

in the Twin City area and the inability of municipal government there to 
come to agreement over the years moved the senate to undertake on a voluntary basis a 
study of problems of water pollution control in the state. As recently as that standing 
committees did not continue to work during the interim between the sessians and there 
was no money available for staff or members, so the iob was taken on by the subcommittee 
on the state departments of the senate's civil administration committee. 

As a resu I t of an i ntensi ve heari ng schedu Ie and the wi II ingness of interested people to 
testi fy and bri ng evidence, but again in the face of strange, i nexpl i cable opposi tion of 
the administrative departments and lack of public interest, the legislature designed and 

enacted what is probably the strongest pollution control law in the United 
States. This law sets out policy, certralizes authority, compels municipalities to act 
even against their inclinations, determines that refractory municipal councils will simply 
lose their right to govern in the field until the state is satisfied that adequate measures 
have been provided, permits the state to issue bonds, create indebtedness, build plants, 
and do any of the things it deems to be required in the stead of local government where 
pollution exists. The states policy is set out in strong and unmistakable terms: 

" It is the policy of the state to provide for the prevention, control 
and abatement of pollution of all waters of the state, so for as feasible 
and practical in furtherance of conservation of such waters, and pro
tection of the public health and in furtherance of the economic de
velopment of the state. The commission sholl prepare a long-range 
plan and program for the effectuation of said policy, and shall make 
a report of progress thereon during each biennium to the legislature 
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at the of each se"ion, with recommendal ions 
furtherance of such program during the ensuing biennium. 

The bill wos passed without strong opposition and it was into law. 
Those who followed of pollution control policy were aware, that 
the policy was in fact too strong and too broad for implementation the existing unag
gressive Water Pollution Commission. So, in the ensuing interim between sessions the 
"arne subcommittee began anew to hold hemings, this time as part of the standing com
mittee, and out of them came the dlaft and introduction of a bill which created an in
dependent pollution control agency, free 01 dependence on the Deportment of Health, 
with provision for the appointment of people interested in the subiect and disinterested 
in any other deportment. The bill was vigorously opposed by state depoltments, undel

with special vigor by the Department of Health, but it wos by the senal<" 
house. 

session of 196~ .. abo S::lW the reo.ganization of the Deportment of Conser
vation, a reform which affected water management in a number of ways, again over the 
determined opposition of sportsmen groups and the press. The bill was passed by both 
houses finally, but it was lost to a governor's veto. 

In 1967 the fight for a bettc' water management wos resumed and 
former oppolition the Pollution Control Agency was created, with emphasis on water 
lution control. Since there have added to the responsibilities of the WPC control of ai, 
pollution, of solid waste disposition, and of land use where use tends to couse pollution 
of air a. water. The conservation deportment reorganization bill was reenaded with a 
slight change; and to meet the problems of the metropolitan area the widely acclaimed 
metropolitan council was set up. This council was given the responsibility among other 
things for designing the political fro"nework of a mehopolitan sewage disposal system. 
II has met this responsibility with commendable dispatch and farsightedness, and the plan 
it brought to us in the 1969 session Wo> enacted, thus ending a long period of acclimony 
and controversy which hod effectively over the years frustrated all constructive effort to 
do what was universally recognized as something that had to be done. 

There was much more 969 session which bears upon pollution control 
but there is no need to .eview it. Haik has written about it in his book, which 
think you have before you. 

The events I have narrated the history -- the documentation if you will-- of the de
velopment of water pollution control in the state. As I s";lid at the outset there is an 
emerging pattern of concern, but alertness is still necessary. As recently os 
this spring there was a determined cHart to return pollution control in one aspect a. 
another to local government, led by parochial interests willing to subvert 
policy for immediate provincial gain, Or in some case; I am ,orry to soy, for 
p81itical advantage. 

be changed; it wi II be changed to meet changi ng circum
but I think the general pattern already drown will 

continue to be the framework of laws for some time to come. 

very much thi, chance to talk to you, and to take 
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HOW ACTION PlANS WERE DEVELOPED IN THE DEBOlT lAKES AREA 

Robert Irvine 
fOI the sponsoring watelshed Detroit Lakes 

It is fair to tell you that this prog.am that you are up here is unique. Senator 

leiseth and I are friends, but we do differ in one area of work, principally, 


! commend him vigorously in his work with reference to saving the lakes. How

ever, I suspect that again the next time he comes up for election I will be the chairman 

of the campaign against him. 


So you see interest in this field goes across political lines and I think that this is one of 
the things that makes it interesting. 

In our one watershed district we have the chairman of the Becker County DFl party; in 
another watershed district we have, I think it would be fair to say without mentioning 
names, as he will know to whom I am rdening, one of the most conservative of Repub
licans. These people all work together and they all work toward a common goal, and I 
have had the privilege of 'M)rkinq with them. 

that we might go bock a little bit in histolY to an occurrence 14 years ago. 
we are going to talk about the action plans in the Detroit lakes area we have to look at 

that was quite chaotic, at for our little community of Detroit lakes. 

A law suit was filed in Fede.al Court against the of Detroit Lakes by the people sur
rounding Lake Sallie. They were violently at the for having ruined their 
lake. It was fought and it was fought vigorously and it sO happened that the mayor of the 
city on that occasion was Dr. Ferd Rogstad. The city engineer was Winston Larson. I 
like to feel that the people of Lake Sallie who brought that adion are going to go down 
in history as having really accomplished something although ii didn't toke place just quite 
the way they hod hoped it would. They didn't win their law suit, but os a relult of their 
low suit Winston larson hod to learn all that he could at that time that WelS available re-

to the problem of lake Sollie. He did come in contact with many tremendous 
some of whom you have hod the privilege of listening to in this symposium. At the some 
time Dr.Fe.d Rogstad become terribly interested in this thing and he got his son, Dr. Tom 

stirred up. Tom has carried on the fight of learning and learning. He hos at 
tended all kinds of things for the purpose of and acquiring knowledge in this area. 
And when they started, as you know better than anyone else, there wasn't much to 
learn. 

At that time we had a Lake Detroiters Association. Winston and Tom lived on this lake 
and they thought, I think, generally in terms of this one lake, lake Detroit. We did all 
kinds of worthwhile things, the lake Detroiters. We had tremendous picnics. We had 
on annual meeting. We put out good maps of the lake SO that you could find the fish. 
We complained about taxes. We Vigorously fought about taxes and we hired an attorney 
who was very, very fine and went down to the legislature and worked with the lake 
property owners association of Minnesota, or some such organization. They passed a law 
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the tuxes of lake dwellers and seusonol dwellers 50 that would be 
able with a9Iicu!turalland', and, of course, it took every mseSSOI" of every 
county one yeOl to get the whole thing back into again oftel they hod done that. 

Then we also tried to oy for weeds and discovered thot we couldn't get 
aglce on what type of weed chemical wa, the besl. We could only get a people to 
use it alld you in total danger of 0 low suit if you did. We hod a weed cutter thot 
we lentin(J and using, and somebody would do 0 little bit of cutting in f,ont of his 

ond the would wash over onto the fellow who didn't do the cuttin~l. We hod, 
I suppose at times, to 100 to the organizotion out of 0 potentiol of 
500. We did accompii"h one in 011 those years -- every three yeGls the channel 

Littlel Detroit and Bi9 Detroit hod to be ond somehow 01" other, were 
rJble to ac!,icve ullrJl1imity and oet that iob down ot 0 cost of about S200. 

COUI of yems, we begon learn that you needed a government(J1 
cl~lency. You needed somothil1g thot hod the powel ta require YOUI neighbor 10 pmtici
pote with you in p,oglam of the lakes. And so agoin, be couse I WllS 0 nei9hbor ond 
on Lake Dehoit with Winslon and Torn, we set about with velY , I admit 

but it seemed like an GW'ul 900d idea ot thaI time. We wrote a proposed 
lalive bill and I can't lem8mbel but it to me we went 400 feet bock hom the lake 
shol of Delloit Loke ond gave to Ihis municipality the powel to put in sewers, to legu
lole the wotel, in fact in reolity, ,jove it olmost all kinds of municipal powels. Of 
course it never got off the ground be couse made the am(Jzing discovery that this 
coiled the watershed act whit:l, we had olwoys soil of referred to drainoge systems 
rOI fOlm, had absolutely nothing to do with lakes, this oct had somcthin9 thot could 

used fOI us. 

And so it was at this time thClt Winston Larson ond 0 very forward looking city council 
here 01 Detroit Lokcs wele :In tho of solving our lokeshore problem on 
Det.oit Lakes. They were stortinSJ to enjoy little fee of success in the orea of deal
ing with luke heome owore th(Jt somelhinq could be achieved in this 
field. 

we went obout I business of forming 0 wotelshed district. Now why would you form 
a watershed district') WE:II, for one thing, 0 wotershed dislr'ict can do all those 
Ihot a group people in on improvement association can't even come close to doing. 

The wotershcd district has 011 kinds power, I don't know if they will ever use all of it 
ond I they don't, hut just fOI those of you who are unacquointed with it, I thou9ht 
you like to hear so-""! of the thin9s that it con do. 

firsl, it can moke all necessa,y mrveys or utilize other reliable surveys and dolo and 
develop p:oiech to the purpose for which the district is organized. 

can coopeiate contloe! with any stole or subdivision Ihereof Or federal agoncy or 
corporotion. That is what The Pelicon River Watershed District is dJing. 

We with fedelOl and stote agencies to carry out this greot dolo accumulat
out in Lake Sollie right now. 

50 

We ole coopeloting with federol agencies to find the decision as to whether the harvest

ing :If weeds will reduce the omount of nutrients in our lokes. couldn't d) that with 

a Lo'<e Sallie A5sociotion, weot they are out there. \fIe c')uldn't d) it with a La'<e 

Detroiters Association but m a corporation we have the p::1wer. This or9~nization 

con construct, clea1, repair. alter, abcmdon, consolidote, recloim or cho!19 C the course 

of telminus of 01Y ditch, drain, ald :J m09ic word "sewer", river, water course, 

notuiol or oilificial within th2 di,tricl. This olganization h:Js the power to provide sewer 

for tl12 around the laC:e. You ca~ g::1 on d::1wn a"ld yo:) will find that it h::Js all 

kinds of powers. It can , conser ve and control the use of water; it can 

op"rate, construct Old naintain dans, leservoil"Si it COl establish and maintain 

d2vices tor acquiring and hydrological d::Jta. Here, iust this one thin9, this 

one is somethin9 th::Jt we are d::1ing here in our watershed districts and this is an 

accumulation of dat(J thaI is 90in9 to b.?nefit nol only us in the way th::Jt we service our 

watel"sh::d districts blJt is, we b"lieve, 9::lin9 to benefit you and those of you who me in
terested in ::lther lukes. We can enter into OUI of construction and authorize by 

the agencies ond enter up::m land, within the district to make survey, a1d 

dc. P.ovide for sanitation a.ld public health and re9ulate the use of streal's, etc., and 

pi event p::>llution. 


It has the power to parlicipote with fedeml agencies, to borrow money ond do other 

can be done as a 9::>velnmental agency. 


Now how do you start on(~ of things? Well, plObably the eosiest way to start and 
there are fOUl 01 five methods plOvided in the oct itself, but prob::Jbly the easiest way to 
stort it is to simply hove your county, if your enti,e watershed district is located within 
that county 01 ptcrcent or more it is locoted within that county, i, to have your county 
start il. Or, if you cal get 0 moiority of all the vii ond cities within the proposed 
dishict to petition you con start one. New, what do you d::l? It is my position Ih:Jt you 
should d::> what the Lake Detroiters Association did. It spent some money. It spent some 
time getting engineerin9 dato. It put it 011 tOSlether in the preparation of the nominating 
petition or the petition thot was eventuolly pClssed our County BO:Jrd and sent on to 
Woter !(esource Board,to the DirectOl" of Division of Woters and Commissioner of Con
servotion as required by the act. It shoJld be served on the county auditors of ony of the 
coeJl1ties thot ole encompassed within th2 district, ond then there is a hearin9 and at this 
stage some of""r came into play and did a great iob in these coses. Some of these 
folks ore in this lo::>m and Ilemember the Leal with which th2Y porticipated in getting this 
proSJram ocross. Ernie Nelson, our county agent here in Becker County, has led the 

in making sure that there was all kinds of opp:lrL,)ity for edJcational meetin9s so 
that the of the districts would hove an opportunity to find ::>ut what could d:Jne. 
Wayne Ru::>na has done (1 9,eat deal for the districts in helping in education. He is with 
the group ::>f conservation units. And then there were lots of private citizens that were 

the fight ond h:we now become invol in watershed district man0gement. One 
that is n:Jt a managJr, but I think the Cormorant people will always feel is great and did 
a go::>d was Otto Zuehlsdorff. Then Ray Hanson, AI Murfin, Doug Swenson, ond many 
others out there were helping to 9st people to accept this idea that you could do 
with th2 q:Jvernmental agency th~1 you could not d::1 alone. 
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Now Ihe in the Pelica~ River Water>hed was the business of weed contral. 
hed become imp:>rtant there. 

The Comarant Watershed District has piaced an emphasIs on , , on control the 
water level, and stabilizing the water level, as this is Ihe essential there. 

Then you have a heming of the water resources b;:>ard after the nominating petition is in 
and your educational meetings are over. At that stage thel is a regulal heal'ing in which 
you present to the Board the reasons and the fact th::.t there should be 01 establishment of 
a watershed district. 

What have we done at Detroit Lakes? Well, for one thing, parli.;ularly in the Cormolant 
Walershed District, they hClVe d:>ne a great deal toward the uevelopment of 

in the manner in which you can install a se .cr Or a cess po:>I, or a d,ainage 
ditch. They have providcd various regulutions I'elating to the builuing so they a,e stopping 
some of the pollution thot was taking place out the; and would continue to take 
Incidentally, the plats right in the Becker County Coulthouse that are filed as aesult of 

in the fOI m of watershed dis" ict there is a notation on the plat that a;-ryone who 
builds out there will how to follow the rules and legJlations ,eloting to such building 
in the Cormorant Watershed Distl i ct. 

We have, so far, successful!y legcdated and enfolced pure educational methods, When 
I say "we" I mean an occasional letter from me pel and actually a gleat ueal 
work and a lot of good talkinS) some 01 the, fellows like M,. Murfin and Mr. Hanson a1d 

90in9 out and pelsuoding to change the location of outhouses, getting 
in confolmance with the regulation. We hove had absoluhcly no nece,

sity to use legal proceedings until recently. Now you will find out that there is a provic,ion 
ill th? act thot provides fa! a:1 injunctioll p,ocess as a means 01 enlol cin9 the ,egulation of 
the watershed distri ct, n001 there i, a Ilow that is rebelling ,md is d:>ing some pol
lution that he obtained no pe,mit 101 doing. claims that h,; h~s the right to do it we 
wi II get on ugain, I , {or an "dueational exp8rience for the community in 
such a way wiil see that somethina is beina done, 

In the Pelican River Watershed Dish iet yG "ave all seen the of tl", acqui·,ition Of 
the weed ha!vester end you hove also talked with them Old r(;alize how have take" in 
funds 1,0m var-ious a;:Jencir" and how thev a putting them to WOI k in acquiring 
cal dolo Fm your use as well a; fOI OUI'S, 

I think, Mr, Chairman, that the Detroit Lakes a,ea has been most fortunate: that back 14 
0: 15 yea,s ag.:> did did learn, and we were able to acqui re 

that I have ilomed here who were Ica:k,s in developing p'OgOl1S in this area. 
kn:lw that are a littfe embarrassed th",t I have mentioned them, but 
were leaders. I have plobabl), overlooked a number of others But r think that . 

had that little situation 14 yeas ago would we have lealned that something hod to 
be ,tarted, Actually, we are aSout 14 years late just m the Senator said the 

W(JS a few years iate back even in 1955, Th:llk Go::J thot you thouaht of it and 

stalted it 90i"9 at that time, Senator r~osenmeier, 

That that I have to say abJut the Detroit Lakes 01(/0. r am very 
th~t you could all COIle. 
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f, CHALLENGE TO SAVE THE LAKES 

Stat ion 
of Mi nnesota 

Evel since man became a part of the emth's prwironment, IKls,uisturb"d ir in one; fOlrn 01 
anolher. But in no time in our have we seen and hcord greatel concern and 9 iv (.n 

more attention to this interaction between man and hi, envilollmcllt. 

One of the great resources 01 Minnesota is water found in its I 000 Inkes (lIIe! the 
numerous streams anu rivers. At the close of the 1960's WE' ore inning to Ive 

c
, 

"can we restore what man hos destrovf'd?" 

Listening to the various speakers unu panels during this post 
experienced moments of dejection and moments of optimi"l1. 

ride Ihe middle position, but this not my generc" nature. I v/ould pldn 10 lock ot the 
more optimistic aepeers of what we have said and ob'<'l'vcd ulld point tu )()mc of 
we are a II prone 10 forget. 

First - the fact that we reco,jllize Clnd admit the desecration Ihut hGo tGken plCKe m(Jy 

itself be an accomplishment. Our society may be motul ing to the POillt tlwt we look 01 our 
resource base as an economic entity tl,,]t canna: be exploited in Cl non-judicious manl1l"'. 

am sure that we can OS:,Ufl1<: tI,at some level of will continue, Gut liH, fClct 

Ihat greater concern is being expressed in the late 60's may indicClte tlt(Jt rnem hm ollivcd 

at a point where he will work toward accomplisllmcnt not by ~lovermncllt iet, but by 

private citizens wGnting to do somethina CJbout wi,,;r !Jse tlleil r,-,source I)("e. 


Second - it seems natured for mcm to swing trorn one extreme to (mother. This seems /0 

Ihe situation at the moment with man" interest in I,is t?lwironrncnt. Yet how willing me 


to ? Arc we willing to spend what may appear to Le Scolce ICSOUro" to mSUl<' thot 

our lakes and other bodies of water ore ,aved? I\re we willing os pi iV(J/c Ci:;zt:IL to (bk 


approve taxes if this is the route? Are we willing take of our own sU[;r,tunc(: in 
time and dollars and really save the lakes? I suppose if wc would CCJlly tI'e theme of ',UV'I>," 
the lakes to its fullest extent, we may go back to the bi,ch lmlk canoe (lIld wiuv/urn cilld 
cast aside the power boats and cottages thot have splung lip ulound our l(Jkcs. But to sci 

back time this much is an impossibility. Yet we must recogni7e thc difference in (Jur en
vironment compared to 100 years ago. 

Third - are we talking obout and Ole we concelned about someone else', lake Ale 
willing to make the "sacritices" which will in fact save the lakes not fo, continued 

use but the use of the generatiom to tallow? This is one of the 9rc:otest 1'!:SOUlce" that 
offer to ourselves, and to those who come to vocation in Minnesoto. Hoving glOWll up in 
New York State, I can think back to my early teen yeo IS when as a Family we 'pent de-

summers at Lake Imagine my in in toking my Own family bock to 
that location some 12 years ago 10 find that this wos "ssentially a '\,Qlllival sir ip." WI'CJt 
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was once a wilderness iust 150 miles from one of the world's largest cities is now transformed 
into 0 city. What at one time had been a scattering of resorts and private cabins was now a 
continuous line of motels, bars and "sucker traps." 

Somehow I felt if you asked the people who were native to the area why this happened, the 
maior response would be economic gain. If you asked the user whether this is what he 
wonted and enioyed, you would have to get into the complex study of user satisfactions. The 
fact that all of these facilities were crowded to standing room only gives some indication 
that the users were not even awure of what this area had been like but a mere two decodes 
before. 

Will this happen in Minnesota:? I think yes! We are seeing it happen repeatedly. Just 
the family spent a few days vocation on one of Minnesota's maior lakes. We were 

disgusted with the developments that have taken place in five short years. It was 
apporent that no zoning was in effect. It was apparent that the highest dollar bought the 
most land. It was apparent that the developer cored little about what nature had provided 
because his "mode community" was going to be superior. We have built and are building 
too rapidly in Minnesota lakeside ghettos for which present and future generations will 
suffer. 

The fourth and the most significant point is that a meeting of this type cauld be 
held at all. provides the nucleus for a program of action to "save the 

on what we do as we leave Detroit Lakes. Will we go away 
one another's hand saying this was a gooo conference? Will we go away seriously 

concerned and challenged to do something about the problem? To talk about this problem 
in Detroit Lakes is one thing. To bring about action requires talking about 
the State of Minnesota and within the region from which users of our lakes come. 

Minnesota promotion ads show this to be the land of the "sky-blue water." Our lakes show 
something else. If we held the level of lake and shore development we have now, would 
we be satisfied? How will we dictate what a person will do on his own property? Can 

lities, counties, other local government organizations really pull together to bring 
about a program that will save lakes? Or will we wait until the State Government or "big 
daddy" in Wash ington actually makes up the rules? 

I believe this to be the challenge of this conference. I have seen other programs develop 
in the State of Minnesota because the local people were concerned. They made accomp
lishment by working locally, by bringing about the appropriate legislation locally and if 
necessary at the state level. This is a problem that we have created and we cannot ask 
others to solve it. When we go to the government we are going to ourselves. Perhaps we 
as individuals or collections of individuals can be equally effective as the planning agen
cies and see that they execute our wishes if in fact, we do wish to save our lakes. 

Our generation did not invent pollution and eutrophication. Perhaps we have iust begun to 
understand the phenomena however. The fact that Minnesota has 8 million acres of organic 
soils is testimony to the fact that eutrophication has gone on for millenniums. We should not 
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go owoy flon1 th conference thol we huv" d"'''Clill"d our environment. [lut 
nlu>1 !:JO awoy with the reulizalion Clnd the chClllen!:Jc IIKlt We: huvc reached the point 

where we can dcsecrat" nu i ask titot you loke up the chol not un on emo
tioned bosis but on Cl procticol and economic Gasis. It is my fillli belief titot Gy this opprooch 
and kecpin~J our planning ogencies (1nd lulion boords inforfllcG, COn ,ove the 10k,." ol1d 
at the sOllie time muke :)ood ond odcquate u>e of Ihel1l. 
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